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Abstract
Charge carrier effects in free standing Si membranes
investigated by linear and second harmonic optical
techniques
W.I. Ndebeka
Department of Physics,
University of Stellenbosch,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602,
South Africa.
Dissertation: PhD
December 2016
Silicon (Si) based materials have been of technological importance throughout
the years and today silicon remains a leading material in microelectronics
industries. The silicon/silicon dioxide (Si/SiO2) interface has been one of the
most studied systems in the realms of material and condensed matter physics.
Despite the great outpouring research and huge technological success, there has
been little effort to construct a comprehensive, unified microphysical model of
the Si/SiO2 interface. The optical properties, both linear and nonlinear, of the
interface region are of interest since they vary considerably from those of the
adjacent bulk phases. Second harmonic generation is used as a versatile tool to
investigate surfaces and buried interfaces of centrosymmetric materials such as
Si. Specifically, the electric field induced second harmonic (EFISH) generation
process is used as a valuable technique to investigate the mechanisms of charge
transfer and trap generation and population, both by electrons and holes being
pumped across the interface. In this work, the transmission of the fundamental
laser beam (90 fs pulse trains at 80MHz repetition rate, 800 nm) through 10µm
to 30µm thick silicon (Si) membranes as well as simultaneous measurements
of the electric field induced second harmonic (EFISH) generated in reflection
from and transmission through the Si membranes are reported for the first
time. The transmission of the laser power through Si membranes, irradiated at
ii
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an incident angle of 45 ◦, shows an increase with increased power, then reaches
a maximum, and finally continues to decrease considerably as the incident
power is increased. A similar behavior is observed with the EFISH signals in
transmission of the Si membranes. The nonlinear behavior of the fundamental
transmitted signal is attributed to free charge carrier absorption (FCA) in Si.
The experimental setup and these results are discussed in this thesis.
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Ladingsdraer-effekte in vrystaande silikon membrane
ondersoek deur lineêre
en optiese tweede harmoniese tegnieke
W.I. Ndebeka
Fisika Departement,
Universiteit van Stellenbosch,
Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602,
Suid Afrika.
Proefskrif: PhD
Desember 2016
Silikon (Si) gebaseerde materiale is reeds vir jar van tegnologiese belang en
vandag Si steeds ’n prominente materiaal in die mikroëlektronika nywerheid.
Die silikon/silikondioksied (Si/SiO2) skeidingsvlak is een van die mees bestu-
deerde stelsels in die navorsingsveld van materiaal- en vastetoestand- Fisika.
Ten spyte van die omvangryke navorsing en groot tegnolgiese sukses , is daar
nog min werk gedoen om’n omvattende, verenigde fisiese model op die mi-
kroskopiese skaal van die Si/SiO2 skeidingsvlak te ontwikkel. Die optiese ei-
enskappe , sowel lineêre en nie-lineêre , van die skeidingsvlak-gebied is van
belang aangesien die oorgansgebied se eienskappe beduidend verskil van dié
van aangrensende uniforme fases. Tweede harmoniek generering word gebruik
as ’n veelsydige tegniek om oppervlaktes en interne skeidingsvlakke van sentro-
simmetriese materiale soos Si te ondersoek. Die elektriese veld geïnduseerde
tweede harmoniek (EFISH) genereringsproses word spesifiek gebruik as ’n veel-
sydige tegniek om die meganismes van ladingsoordrag, ladingsval-generering
en die bevolking van ladingsvalle te ondersoek-, deur beide elektrone en holtes
oor die skeidingsvlak te pomp. In hierdie werk word vir die eerste keer verslag
gedoen van meting van die transmissie van die fundamentele laserbundel (90 fs
pulse teen ’n herhalingstempo van 80MHz, 800 nm) deur 10 mikrometer tot
30 mikrometer dik silikon (Si) membrane, sowel as gelyktydige meting van die
iv
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electriese veld geïnduseerde tweede harmoniek (EFISH) wat gegenereer word in
refleksie van en transmissie deur die Si membrane. Die deurgelate fundamen-
tele laserdrywing deur Si membrane, teen 45 grade invalshoek, too ’n toename
met verhoogde drywing van die invallende lig, dan ’n maksimum, en verminder
daarna aansienlik met verdere toename in drywing van die invallende lig. Die
nie-lineêre gedrag van die fundamentele sein in transmissie word toegeskryf
aan vrye ladingsdraer-absorpsie (FCA) in Si. Die eksperimentele opstelling en
hierdie resultate sal in hierdie proefskrif bespreek word.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Increasing device integration and miniaturization in modern metal-oxide semi-
conductor (MOS) technology requires a proper understanding of the struc-
ture and particularly the electronic properties of the materials and interfaces.
Devices manufactured for microelectronics have structures on the nanometer
scale. Surface and interface effects plays a significant role in their functionality
and reliability via charge carrier dynamics as well as defect related effects.
Silicon (Si) based materials have been of technological importance through-
out the years. In particular the silicon/silicon dioxide (Si/SiO2) interface is
used as the gate between the source and drain of most transistors. Today, Si
still a leading material in microelectronics, optoelectronic, micro-mechanics,
photovoltaic materials, and increasingly in photonics. The material properties
of Si are very important in photonics devices. Si/SiO2 is a very interesting
system in solid state physics as it allows the study of the transition between Si
and SiO2 phases [1]. These properties include high thermal conductivity, high
optical damage threshold, high quality and stable oxide [2].
The Si/SiO2 system has been studied in the domains of materials and con-
densed matter physics. The main force behind this intense effort is the critical
role of the structure in the metal-oxide-semiconductor field effect transistor
(MOSFET), which controls the modern age "integrated circuit" technologies
[3]. The growing interest in Si/SiO2 research started just after the invention
of the MOSFET by Kahng and Atalla (1960). Since then numbers of articles
have been published. Over this time period, MOS circuits have progressed
exponentially, with the size of present day transistor below the 1µm [3]. Re-
gardless the great outgrowing of research and the huge commercial success,
there has been little effort to construct a comprehensive, unified microphysical
model of the Si/SiO2 system [3–5]. A good knowledge of the structure and the
physics of Si/SiO2 interface is required to understand its component materials
such as the crystalline silicon substrate (Si) and the amorphous silicon dioxide
(SiO2) [3].
1
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Silicon devices can be processed by laser technology with a range of different
methods. These methods require a good knowledge of the linear and nonlinear
optical phenomena in Si. Some of the nonlinear optical phenomena may occur
simultaneously and be difficult to discriminate like coherent two-photon ab-
sorption (TPA), free charge carrier absorption (FCA), and thermally induced
absorption enhancement (TEA) [6]. FCA has been studied for decades [7] by
standard spectroscopy and free charge carrier generation, however with the in-
vention of the laser in 1960, the contactless and well defined photo generation
of free charge carriers has become amenable, convenient, and very important.
The bulk part of the FCA studies are, however, related to FCA in the wave-
length range λ > 0.9µm with small (negligible) interference from the indirect
optical transition of Si at λ ≤ 1.13µm (1.1 eV optical band gap). Only a few
papers address FCA in the spectral overlap region with the indirect and direct
optical Si transitions [6, 8–11].
Other methods/techniques have been used to study the optical properties of Si,
especially the Si/SiO2 interface. One laser diagnostic method of high surface
and interface selectivity is optical second harmonic generation (SHG), which
is a non-destructive, contactless, sensitive diagnostic technique with in situ
capability for studying the electronic and structural properties of Si/SiO2 [12–
22], MOS [23–25] and metal/Si systems [26–28] which cannot be accessed by
conventional electronic probes [12, 13, 17, 29–37].
High repetition rate femtosecond (fs) laser pulses can produce high signal-to-
noise ratios, while reducing the sample heating effects. When silicon sample are
irradiated with a fs laser pulse trains (800 nm, 75 fs) [13, 18, 19, 38], charging
of the sample surface is achieved via internal photoemission (IPE) of electrons
from Si to SiO2. IPE requires the injection of electrons from the Si valence
band (VB) to the SiO2 conduction band (CB) by absorption of at least three
photons [38, 39]. Electron transfer across the surface decreases with increasing
oxide thickness and vanishes for oxides thicker than 10 nm [19]. In the case
of the Si/SiO2 interface, particularly electric field induced second harmonic
(EFISH) processes provide a valuable tool to investigate the mechanisms of
charge transfer and trap generation processes in this technologically impor-
tant system. The photo-induced electric field across the interface changes the
nonlinear optical properties of the material interface.
The Laser Research Institute (LRI) at the University of Stellenbosch could,
for the first time worldwide detect EFISH signals in transmission through a
thin oxidized silicon membrane of about 10µm thickness [40] with the electric
field generated by the laser itself. The EFISH signals obtained in transmission
through and reflection from a naturally oxidized Si membrane are compared
with identical laser irradiation parameters as shown in Fig. 1.1 (800 nm, 75 fs,
80MHz, incident average power: 100mW). The results obtained show that
the EFISH signal in transmission geometry is larger and its build-up kinetics
Stellenbosch University  https://scholar.sun.ac.za
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is faster than that obtained in reflection (Fig. 1.2). The results obtained are in
contradiction to what one would intuitively expect as the femtosecond (fs) laser
beam passes through the Si membrane. The SH harmonic intensity I2ω ∝ (Iω)2
and the build-up kinetics of the electric field Edc across the Si/SiO2 interfaces,
are expected to be enhanced by the local laser electric field at the interface [41].
The experimental setup used for the EFISH signal measurements (transmission
and reflection) is improved relative to that previously applied to investigate
SH generation in "bulk" Si [29, 41].
Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the laser beam reflection from and trans-
mission through a thin silicon membrane at an external incident angle θ = 45 ◦ and
the propagation angle inside silicon γ ≈ 11 ◦.
Figure 1.2: EFISH signals obtained by the same incident power (100mW) recorded
in transmission (a) and reflection (b) from a 10µm thick Si membrane.
In the present work, an investigation of the findings mentioned above will
be conducted by implementing an improved experimental setup capable of
Stellenbosch University  https://scholar.sun.ac.za
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simultaneously measuring EFISH signals in reflection and transmission from
the same Si membrane. A fs Ti:sapphire laser tuned to λlas = 800 nm (hν =
1.55 eV) is applied to investigate the behavior of thin Si membranes in the
10µm to 30µm thickness range by measuring the average laser powers of the fs
pulse train reflected Pref from and transmitted Ptrans through the membranes
as a function of the average incident power Pin (Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5) as well
as measuring simultaneous EFISH signals in transmission and reflection from
the same Si membrane.
The obtained results [11] show an unexpected nonlinear behavior of the trans-
mitted laser beam through the Si membranes. The reflected laser powers Pref
displays a linear behavior while the transmitted laser power Ptrans deviates
considerably from linearity (Figs. 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5). The transmitted power
starts with an initial linear increase, reaches a maximum before decreasing
considerably as the input power Pin is increased. The nonlinearity observed
is attributed to free charge carrier absorption (FCA) in Si. A FCA model is
developed and tested [10, 11]
The time-dependent second harmonic (TDSH) signals of the Si membranes are
obtained by simultaneously measuring the transmitted through and reflected
signals from the Si membranes. The time dependence of the resulting EFISH
signal is a measure of the rate of trap site generation and population, both by
electrons and holes being pumped across the interface. SHG technique is used
to investigate the charge carrier dynamics.
The main experimental findings (FCA) provide an extension of our recent
results [10] and address the membrane thickness d, the linear absorption coef-
ficient α1, as well as αFCA, absorption coefficient due to free carrier absorption.
This thesis is presented as follows:
Chapter 2 gives a summary of some progress made over the years in the field of
second harmonic generation in silicon. Chapter 3 gives a physical background
necessary for the concept used in this work, like the formalism of light and
matter, the evolution in research involving the Si/SiO2 interface, the concepts
of nonlinear susceptibility tensors, polarization and optical second harmonic
generation. Chapters 4 and 5 give the description of the experimental measure-
ments and results obtained, respectively. Discussion of the obtained results is
presented in Chapter 6. Summary and conclusion, along with an overview of
future work, is given in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2
Research overview
This chapter summarizes few accomplishments in the field of second harmonic
generation in silicon (Si) within the past decades.
The silicon/silicon dioxide (Si/SiO2) interface has been extensively studied
due to its technological importance in the micro electronic industries. Different
techniques have been used to investigate the Si/SiO2 structure such as x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) [42] for the characterization of ultra thin
oxide films, electron spin resonance (ESR) [43, 44], second harmonic generation
(SHG) [45], etc.
SHG technique was reported for the first time by Franken and his group ([45])
where they generated SH by focusing a Ruby laser beam into quartz. Few years
later (1966), Bloembergen and Shen [46] started theoretical work of SHG with
the introduction of gaseous plasma model (free electron gas model), and they
went on to apply SHG on silicon surfaces as a probe technique [47] in which
the dependence of SHG yield with incident angle from the sample surface
was reported in reflection geometry. Two years later they reported SHG in
reflection from media with inversion symmetry such as silver [48] and silicon
[47].
In 1982 Heinz and Shen demonstrated the sensitivity of submonolayer using
SHG to probe monolayers adsorbed to surfaces [49].
Azimuthal rotational anisotropy measurements on Si/SiO2 interfaces were con-
ducted by Tom et al. [50]. The rotational patterns for different polarization
combinations of input and output was used to study Si(100) and Si(111) sur-
faces. The obtained results from Si(100) and Si(111) indicated differences in
surface structural symmetry and exhibited a strong SHG dependence on the
angle of rotation. During that period it was shown that rotational anisotropy is
sensitive to different phases of surface reconstruction which is caused by differ-
ent bonding configurations of surface atoms, which produce neighboring dan-
gling bonds. Rotational anisotropy has been applied in different surface and
5
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interface investigations such as vacinal surfaces with steps and terraces [33, 51–
53], structure strain [12, 17], microroughness [54–56], chemical modifications
of the interface [57–62] and oxide thickness and annealing effect [33, 61, 63, 64]
In the years 1988 - 1989, Shen and Richmond [30, 65] used SHG as a powerful
tool to study charge transfer across Si/SiO2. The spectrum generated with
SHG on Si/SiO2 interface is measured while the incident radiation is changed.
A creation of a strong electric field induced second harmonic (EFISH) is cap-
tured into the oxide layer. This electric field is caused by charge transfer across
the interface. SHG has been proven to be extremely sensitive to a presence of
electric fields when an external voltage is applied [66].
Mihaychuk et al. demonstrated for the first time in 1995 that EFISH signal
are time dependent in the absence of any external voltage which resulted to
say that small interfacial electric field can be established at Si/SiO2 interface
when Si is illuminated with a fs laser pulse trains [18].
In 1997 surface charging and electron trapping in the ultrathin (1.6µm) SiO2
films on n-type silicon during bombardment by 350 − 600 eV electrons were
observed by EFISH generation technique [20]. Four years later, EFISH was
reported on semiconductors such as gallium nitride. In these EFISH measure-
ments, the SH signal was observed to increase with the applied voltage. Results
show that the application of an external voltage to the crystal breaks the sym-
metry and SHG can originate from the bulk crystal. In non-centrosymmetric
media, the increase in the external bias voltage increases the strength of the
third order susceptibility tensor which then increases SH signal generated from
the crystal.
Between 2004 and 2008, the effects in time-dependent SH response of native
Si/SiO2 interfaces for peak intensities > 45GW/cm
2 was reported by Scheidt
et al. Results indicated that hole injection and trapping in the oxide layer con-
tribute to the SH response. An empirical model was developed to extract the
characteristic time constants for electron and hole [41]. SH imaging using fs
laser pulse (80 fs, 1.59 eV, 80MHz) was used to spatially investigate the struc-
tural homogeneity of zinc oxide ZnO and PbxCd1−xTe ternary alloys (x ≈ 2)
thin films grown by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD)[67–
69]. Investigation in the variation of time dependent EFISH signals from bulk
boron doped Si(100) of different doping concentrations was also investigated
by Scheidt et al [70]. The same year (2008), SH imaging was used to evaluate
the quality of thin films manufactured with metal organic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD) on glass and Si substrates [71]. The results show that
SH imaging of the samples is a very useful tool to evaluate the thickness and
uniformity of the sample. Being a non-intrusive technique, SH has the capa-
bility for an in-situ quality control system. SHG as a powerful and sensitive
technique was used to study the doping effect in the case of highly boron doped
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Si [70, 72–74]
EFISH generation of fs laser pulses (λ = 800 nm, 75 ± 5 fs, 80MHz, Epulse ≤
10 nJ) is observed for the first time (2011) in transmission through thin free-
standing silicon (Si) membrane of 10µm thickness [40]. The results are com-
pared with the well-known EFISH results in reflection.
SHG has also been used to investigate Si waveguides strained by silicon ni-
tride [75]. It is shown that a sizeable second-order nonlinearity at optical
wavelengths is induced in a silicon waveguide by using a stressing silicon ni-
tride overlayer. The obtained result suggests that nonlinear strained silicon
could provide a competing platform for a new class of integrated light sources
spanning the near to mid-infrared spectrum from 1.2 to 10µm. An investiga-
tion into SHG by Si rich SiNx thin films deposited by RF sputtering over a
wide range of Si concentrations was reported by Akihiro et al [76]. SHG has
been used in a hybrid nanostructure with gold gratings embedded in a silicon
nitride film [77]. The obtained result shows a strong enhancement of SHG.
This enhancement arises from a resonance between the waveguide modes and
grating.
In the past few years, studies have been conducted on doping silicon wafers
and nanostructures with phosphine oxide monolayers [78], silicon nanoparticles
[79], organo-arsenic molecular layers on silicon for high-density doping [80]
and complex investigations of multilayer nanostructures of Si/SiO1.9 have been
carried out by probe spectroscopic analysis techniques [81].
SHG has been used to investigate small structures such as silicon nanos-
tructures for photonics and photovoltaics [82, 83]. The study reviews recent
progress in silicon nanocrystals, nanowires and photonic crystals as key exam-
ples of functional nanostructures. They assessed and highlighted the state-of-
the art in each field and the challenges needed to be overcome to make silicon
a truly high performing photonic material.
Optical SH generation and EFISH techniques were recently used to demon-
strate different interface properties of molecular beam epitaxial layers grown
on Si [84], characterize measurements of amorphous Si interfaces [85] where it
was demonstrated that SHG is a sensitive tool for probing strong electric fields
present in the 10 nm a-Si:H layer in solar cells. SHG has also been studied as a
non-destructive method for the characterization of silicon on insulator wafers
[86] in which the quality of film, oxide and interfaces in silicon-on insulator
(SOI) wafers was monitored by SHG. SHG has been used to study tunnel-
ing holes [87, 88] and probing of dopant type and density at the Si/SiO2
interfaces [74]. Nelson et al. [89] reported the development of femtosecond
spectral interferometric technique for SHG with time, energy and phase reso-
lution. Using the model systems of passivated GaAs(100) surface and copper
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phthlocyanine/GaAs(100) interface, they demonstrated the application of the
technique in unveiling the rich dynamics of band renormalization, charge car-
rier motion and interfacial charge transfer, all induced by across-band gap
optical excitation of the semiconductor.
Finally SHG technique is being used to study the interface of Si/SiO2 of Si
membranes [10, 11, 40, 90, 91] by simultaneously measuring the laser transmit-
ted and reflected powers as a function of the incident power as well as EFISH
signals generated in transmission and reflection geometries from the same Si
membrane. Preliminary results show a nonlinear dependence of the laser trans-
mitted power as the incident laser power is increased, while the reflected laser
power show a linear dependence with the incident laser power [11, 91]
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Chapter 3
Physical background
In this chapter, the interaction of light with matter will be classically described
using Maxwell’s equations; the Fresnel’s coefficients for two states of polariza-
tion at the interface of two media will also be discussed since they (Fresnel’s
equations) will be used in a developed model to optically estimate the thick-
ness of the silicon membrane sample under investigation. The nonlinear optical
interactions of light with matter is given as well as the symmetry properties of
the nonlinear susceptibility tensor χ(2). And finally a quick review on the work
done on the electric field induced second harmonic generation is presented
3.1 Electromagnetic waves
3.1.1 Maxwell equations
Maxwell’s equations provide a set of four equations describing a complete
model of optical propagation phenomena. The Maxwell equations (SI units)
are given by:
∇ · ~D = ρ Gauss’s law for electric field, (3.1.1a)
∇ · ~B = 0 Gauss’s law for magnetic field, (3.1.1b)
∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
Ampere’s law, (3.1.1c)
∇× ~H = ~J + ∂
~D
∂t
Faraday’s law. (3.1.1d)
Here ~D, ~B, ~E and ~H are the dielectric field, the magnetic field, the electric field
and the magnetic field intensity, respectively. ρ and ~J represent the volume
charge density and the current density vector, respectively. For a given test
charge q0 subject to the electric field ~E, the force experienced by q0 is given
by:
9
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~F = q0 ~E. (3.1.2)
The relationship between ~D, ~B, ~E and ~H is given by:
~D = ε0 ~E + ~P = ε0 ~E +
(
~P (1) + ~PNL
)
(3.1.3)
= ε0
(
1 + χ(1)
)
~E + ~PNL = ε0ε
(1) ~E + ~PNL (3.1.4)
~B = µ0 ~H + ~M, (3.1.5)
where ε0 = (1/36pi) × 10−9 (F/m) and µ0 = 4pi × 10−7 (H m−1) are the
permittivity and permeability of free space, respectively. ~P = ~P (1) + ~PNL =
ε0χ~E + ~P
NL is the nonlinear polarization, it characterizes the response of the
medium to the incident electric field ~E; χ is the susceptibility and ε(1) =
ε0
(
1 + χ(1)
)
is the frequency dependent first order dielectric tensor, and ~M is
the magnetization of the optical medium. In the case where there are no free
charge carriers in the medium (ρ = 0), the currents are negligible ( ~J = 0) and
where the medium is non-magnetic ( ~M = 0), Maxwell’s equations simplify to:
∇ · ~E = 0, (3.1.6a)
∇ · ~B = 0, (3.1.6b)
∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
, (3.1.6c)
∇× ~B = εµ∂
~E
∂t
. (3.1.6d)
Here ~D = ε ~E (from Eq. 3.1.4) and ~B = µ ~H.
3.1.2 Wave equations
Using Eqs. (3.1.6c) and (3.1.6d) and applying the identity ∇ ×
(
∇× ~X
)
=
∇
(
∇. ~X
)
−∇2 ~X on Eq. (3.1.6c), where X is a vector, the following equations
called wave equations are obtained:
∇2 ~E − µε ∂
2
∂t2
~E = 0, (3.1.7a)
∇2 ~B − µε ∂
2
∂t2
~B = 0. (3.1.7b)
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The general form of the wave equation is given by:
∇2f(~r, t) = 1
v2
∂2
∂t2
f(~r, t), (3.1.8)
where v is the phase velocity (or speed) of the wave. The phase velocity is
defined as:
v = 1/
√
µε. (3.1.9)
In vacuum, the velocity is c = 1/√µ0ε0 = 2.998 × 108 m/s. For most optical
materials µ ∼ µ0, thus
v =
1√
µ0ε0εr
=
c
n
, (3.1.10)
where n is the refractive index. The solution to the wave equation is a simple
harmonic wave, which is given by:
~E(~r, t) = ~E0e
i(ωt−~k~r), (3.1.11)
where ~k is the wave vector and ω is the frequency of the simple harmonic wave.
Substituting Eq. (3.1.11) into Eq. (3.1.7a), it is found that:
k = ω
√
µε. (3.1.12)
Eq. (3.1.12) is called the dispersion relation which relates the wave vector ~k
to the frequency ω. Substituting the plane wave equation into Eq. (3.1.6a)
gives:
∇ · ~E = 0 ⇒ ~k · ~E = 0. (3.1.13)
Eq. (3.1.13) shows that the electric field is transverse to the direction of
propagation (which is also true for ~B). From Eq. (3.1.6d), we have:
∇× ~E = − ∂
∂t
~B ⇒ ~k × ~E = ω ~B. (3.1.14)
Thus ~k, ~E and ~B of the plane wave are perpendicular to each other; and ~E
and ~B are in phase. The magnitude of ~B is :
| ~B|= |
~k|
ω
| ~E|= ω
√
µε
ω
| ~E|= n
c
| ~E|. (3.1.15)
3.1.3 Polarization
A number of things could happen when a light wave, which travels from a
medium with refractive index ni, strikes an object with a refractive index nt:
the light wave could be absorbed by the object, e.g. the object can fluoresce ,
i.e. it can absorb light of short wavelength and re-emit it with light of longer
wavelength; or it could be reflected by the object or it could also be transmitted
through the object as it shown in Fig. 3.1.
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3.1.4 States of polarization
Light, which is considered as a plane wave in free space or in an isotropic
medium, propagates as a transverse wave where both the electric field, ~E and
magnetic field ~B are perpendicular to the wave’s direction of propagation,
~k. Both ~E and ~B are oscillating but in different directions. Light as an
electromagnetic wave exhibits polarization. Usually, the polarization of light
refers to the polarization of the electric field, ~E. Polarization can be linear,
circular or elliptical. In the following we consider a linearly polarized light
beam. There are two independent states of polarization namely s- and p-
polarization
3.1.5 s- Polarisation
For s-polarization, the electric field ~E is perpendicular to the plane of the
incident wave as shown in Fig. 3.1. From Eq. (3.1.14), we have: ~B =
(
~k/ω
)
×
~E.
Figure 3.1: Light ray incident on the separation interface of two media with refrac-
tive indices ni and nt, respectively. The incident electric field is perpendicular to the
plane of incidence; θi and θt are the incident and transmitted angles. i, r and t are
subscripts for the incident, reflected and transmitted. ~E, ~B and ~k are the electric,
magnetic and wave propagation vectors, respectively.
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For the incident wave
~Ei = yˆEi exp
[
i(ωt− ~k · ~r)
]
, (3.1.16a)
~ki =
ωni
c
(xˆ sin θi + zˆ cos θi) , (3.1.16b)
~Bi =
ni
c
(−xˆ cos θi + zˆ sin θi)Ei exp
[
i(ωt− ~k · ~r)
]
. (3.1.16c)
For the reflected wave:
~Er = yˆEr exp
[
i(ωt− ~k · ~r)
]
, (3.1.17a)
~kr =
ωni
c
(xˆ sin θi − zˆ cos θi) , (3.1.17b)
~Br =
ni
c
(xˆ cos θi + zˆ sin θi)Er exp
[
i(ωt− ~k · ~r)
]
. (3.1.17c)
For the refracted (or transmitted) wave:
~Et = yˆEt exp
[
i(ωt− ~k · ~r)
]
, (3.1.18a)
~kt =
ωnt
c
(xˆ sin θt + zˆ cos θt) , (3.1.18b)
~Bt =
nt
c
(−xˆ cos θt + zˆ sin θt)Et exp
[
i(ωt− ~k · ~r)
]
. (3.1.18c)
Applying the boundary condition (at ~r = 0), the normal (zˆ) of ~B gives:
ni
c
sin θi (Ei + Er) =
nt
c
sin θtEt. (3.1.19)
The tangential component (xˆ) of ~H = 1
µ
~B gives:
ni
µic
cos θi (Ei − Er) = nt
µtc
cos θtEt. (3.1.20)
Using Snell’s law on Eq. (3.1.19), we have Ei + Er = Et;
ni
µic
cos θi (Ei − Er) = nt
µtc
cos θt (Ei + Er) (3.1.21)
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Thus after rearranging Eq. (3.1.21) and by defining rs ≡ Er/Ei, one would
get the following expression:
rs =
ni
µi
cos θi − ntµt cos θt
ni
µi
cos θi +
nt
µt
cos θt
. (3.1.22)
Snell’s law at the interface of medium with refractive index ni and medium
with refractive index nt is
ni sin θi = nt sin θt ⇒ nt = ni sin θi
sin θt
. (3.1.23)
Substituting Eq. (3.1.23) into Eq. (3.1.20) and using Ei + Er = Et, the
following expression could be found:
ts =
2µt tan θt
µi tan θi + µt tan θt
or ts =
2ni
µi
cos θi
ni
µi
cos θi +
nt
µt
cos θt
, (3.1.24)
where ts ≡ Et/Ei.
3.1.6 p-polarization
For p-polarization, the incident electric field ~E is in the incident plane and
perpendicular to both the magnetic field ~B and ~k, respectively.
Fig. 3.2 shows a light ray incident at the separation surface of two media
with refractive indices ni and nt, respectively. Following the same procedure
as for s-polarization discussed in section 3.1.5, the following expressions are
obtained:
rp =
−εi tan θi + εt cos θt
εi tan θi + εt cos θt
=
nt
µt
cos θi − niµi cos θt
nt
µt
cos θi +
ni
µi
cos θt
, (3.1.25a)
tp =
2εi sin θi
cos θt (εi tan θi + εt cos θt)
=
2ni
µi
cos θi
nt
µt
cos θi +
ni
µi
cos θt
. (3.1.25b)
Here rp ≡ Er/Ei and tp ≡ Et/Ei.
3.2 Light propagation
3.2.1 Fresnel equations
Fresnel equations are equations which determine the reflection and transmis-
sion of light incident at the interface between two homogeneous media of dif-
ferent indices [92]. If rs,p and ts,p are defined as the Fresnel coefficients for re-
flection and transmission, in the state of polarization s or p, respectively; and
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Figure 3.2: Light ray incident on the separation surface of two media with refractive
indices ni and nt, respectively. The incident electric field is parallel to the plane of
incidence; θi and θt are the incident and transmitted angles, respectively.
if θi and θt are the incident and refracted (or transmitted) angles, the Fresnel
coefficients are given from Eqs. (3.1.22), (3.1.24) , (3.1.25a) and (3.1.25b) such
as:
rs =
ni cos θi − nt cos θt
ni cos θi + nt cos θt
ts =
2ni cos θi
ni cos θi + nt cos θt
(3.2.1a)
rp =
nt cos θi − ni cos θt
ni cos θt + nt cos θi
tp =
2ni cos θi
ni cos θt + nt cos θi
. (3.2.1b)
Here we have taken the case where µi ∼ µt ∼ 1 for most optical media and we
have considered that the system is non-magnetic.
From Eqs. (3.2.1a) and (3.2.1b), one can show that ts = 1+rs and tp 6= 1+rp.
If R and T are the reflectance and transmittance, respectively, the relationship
between R and rj j = s, p, where rj is the amplitude reflection coefficient, is
given by [93]:
R = |r|2. (3.2.2)
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Thus, the reflectance of s-polarized light is:
Rs =
(
ni cos θi − nt cos θt
ni cos θi + nt cos θt
)2
, (3.2.3)
while the reflectance for p-polarized light is given by:
Rp =
(
nt cos θi − ni cos θt
ni cos θi + nt cos θt
)2
. (3.2.4)
The transmittance T is not equal to |t|2 because the speed of light in the
two media is different. The relationship between the transmittance and the
amplitude transmission , t, is given by [93]:
Tj =
nt cos θt
ni cos θi
|tj|2. (3.2.5)
Thus, for s-polarized light the transmittance will be:
Ts =
nt cos θt
ni cos θi
(
2ni cos θi
ni cos θi + nt cos θt
)2
, (3.2.6)
and for p-polarized light:
Tp =
nt cos θt
ni cos θi
(
2ni cos θi
nt cos θi + ni cos θt
)2
. (3.2.7)
From Eqs. (3.2.3), (3.2.4), (3.2.6) and (3.2.7), one can show that Ts = 1−Rs
and Tp = 1− Rp. For the particular case of normal incidence, i.e., θi = 0, we
have:
Rs = Rp =
(
ni − nt
ni + nt
)2
, (3.2.8a)
Ts = Tp =
4nint
(ni + nt)
2 . (3.2.8b)
In this work, it is the reflection and transmission at the air/SiO2/Si interfaces
of a silicon membrane, with refractive index n = 3.69 [40], which will be
investigated.
3.2.2 Brewster angle
In Eq. (3.2.4), at a specific angle of incidence, the intensity of p-component
of the reflected light is zero; and the reflected light becomes linearly polarized
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(a) Reflectance (b) Transmittance
Figure 3.3: Reflectance and transmittance of fundamental light incident on Si with
ni = 1 and nt = 3.69
with only the ’s’ component. This specific angle is called the Brewster angle
or the polarization angle. The Brewster angle is given by:
tan θB =
nt
ni
, (3.2.9)
where θB is the polarization angle (Brewster angle).
Fig. 3.3 shows the theoretical amounts of light which is reflected (Fig. 3.3a) or
transmitted (Fig. 3.3b) for both s- and p-polarization for a silicon membrane
with refractive index n = 3.65. Results from the theoretical model plotted in
Fig. 3.3a and Fig. 3.3b show the Brewster angle θB = 68.6 ◦.
3.3 Free charge carrier absorption
Free charge carrier absorption (FCA) occurs when a photon is absorbed and
an electron or hole is excited in either the conduction or the valence band.
Electrons and holes are considered as particles of equal importance, in which
electrons and holes carry negative and positive charge, respectively. Holes are
the electron voids in the valence band.
In Fig. 3.4, Ec, Ev and Eg are the minimum conduction electron energy, the
minimum hole energy and the energy band gap, respectively. Any electron
energy above Ec is the electron kinetic energy. A lower location in the valence
energy diagram represents a higher hole kinetic energy. The energy band
diagram is important for quantitative analysis of semiconductors and devices
[94]. The valence band (VB) and the conduction band (CB) are separated by
an energy band gap; in Si this band gap is 1.12 eV.
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Figure 3.4: Energy band diagram showing electrons and holes. Ec is the minimum
conduction electron energy, Ev the minimum hole energy and Eg the energy band
gap.
3.3.1 Absorption coefficient
When light travels through a medium, it can be absorbed by that medium. If
we assume that the incident intensity on the medium is I0, then the transmitted
intensity I through that medium can be expressed by
I = I0e
−αzm , (3.3.1)
where α is the absorption coefficient of that particular medium and zm is the
optical path length for a beam of light incident on the medium. The absorption
coefficient α is given by [95]
α(λ) =
4piκ(λ)
λ
, (3.3.2)
where κ is the extinction coefficient.
The absorption coefficient determines how far into the material light of a par-
ticular wavelength can penetrate before it is absorbed. In a material with a
low absorption coefficient, light is poorly absorbed, and if the material is thin
enough, it will appear transparent to the wavelength of the incident radiation.
3.4 Nonlinear optical interactions
3.4.1 Optical nonlinear polarization
The optical response of a material to an induced electric field is expressed
in terms of the induced polarization, ~P . This response could be linear, for
electric field amplitudes ≤ 108V/cm, or nonlinear, for electric field amplitudes
≥ 108V/cm [39]. For linear response, the relationship between the induced
polarization and the incident electric field is given by:
~PL = ε0χ
(1) ~E. (3.4.1)
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Here χ(1) is the well-known linear susceptibility; in this case χ(1) is a scalar.
For nonlinear polarization, the induced polarization is given by:
~PNL = ε0
(∑
jk
χ
(2)
ijkEjEk +
∑
jkl
χ
(3)
ijklEjEkEl + ...
)
, (3.4.2)
where χ(n) are tensors of rank n + 1 and are called the n − th order optical
susceptibilities. The general expression of the induced polarization is defined
as the sum of the linear and nonlinear polarization and is given by the following
expression [96]:
~Pi = ε0
(∑
j
χ
(1)
ij Ej +
∑
jk
χ
(2)
ijkEjEk +
∑
jkl
χ
(3)
ijklEjEkEl + ...
)
. (3.4.3)
The dielectric field defined in Eq. (3.1.3) can then be written as the sum of
linear and nonlinear contributions as given by:
~D = ε0 ~E + ~P = ε0 ~E + ~P
L + ~PNL = ε0
(
1 + χ(1)
)
~E + ~PNL
~D = ε0ε
(1) ~E + ~PNL. (3.4.4)
ε(1) = 1+χ(1) is the first order dielectric tensor. In the case of isotropic media,
χ(1) is related to the refractive index, n, of the medium by:
ε(1) = 1 + χ(1) = (n+ iκ)2 , (3.4.5)
in which κ describes the linear absorption and is related to the absorption
coefficient α by the equation α = 2κω/c.
3.4.2 Nonlinear wave equation
Using Eq. (3.4.4), one can show that the wave equation defined in Eq. (3.1.7a)
can be written as follows:
∇2 ~E − 1
ε0c2
∂2
∂t2
~D(1) =
1
ε0c2
∂2
∂t2
~PNL, (3.4.6)
where
~D(1) = ε0 ~E + ~P
(1) = ε0ε
(1) ~E. (3.4.7)
where ε(1) is a scalar quantity and ε0 = 8.85×10−12 F/m is the permittivity of
free space. Eq. (3.4.6) is the nonlinear wave equation for anisotropic, dispersive
and lossless media; it gives the theoretical explanation of the nonlinear optical
effects in dielectric media [39].
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For the case of isotropic material, the wave equation becomes:
∇2 ~E − ε(1)
c2
∂2
∂t2
~E =
1
ε0c2
∂2
∂t2
~PNL. (3.4.8)
The nonlinear wave equation in Eq. (3.4.8) has the form of a driven (i.e. inho-
mogeneous) wave equation where the nonlinear response of the medium acts
as a source term. In the absence of this term, Eq. (3.4.8) give solutions of the
form of free waves propagating with velocity c/n where n is the (linear) index
of refraction that satisfy n2 = ε(1). For a dispersive medium, the frequency
components of the electric field must be considered separately. Thus, the elec-
tric field vector, ~E(r, t), as well as the nonlinear polarization vector, ~P (r, t)
are represented as the sums of their various frequency components ωn:
E(z, t) =
∑
n
En(r, t)ei(knr−ωnt) + c.c. (3.4.9)
PNL(z, t) =
∑
n
PNLn (r, t)e
i(knr−ωnt) + c.c., (3.4.10)
where c.c. means complex conjugate; kn and ωn are the wave vectors and
angular frequencies, respectively, and the propagation direction is along the
z-axis. The nonlinear wave equation is a second order differential equation;
it can be linearized using the so-called slowly varying envelope approximation
(SVEA) [97–99]. In the SVEA, the following approximations are applicable
for the electric field:
∂2
∂t2
En  ωn ∂
∂t
En (3.4.11)
∂2
∂z2
En  kn ∂
∂z
En. (3.4.12)
It is also assumed that the first order derivatives of the envelope functions
of the nonlinear polarization are negligible [39], where higher harmonics are
considered as carrier waves
∂2
∂t2
PNLn  ωn
∂
∂t
PNLn  ω2nPNLn . (3.4.13)
Differentiating Eqs.(3.4.11) and (3.4.12) to a second-order the derivative gives
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∂2
∂t2
E(z, t) =
[
∂2
∂t2
En − 2iωn ∂
∂t
En − ω2nEn
]
ei(knz−ωt) (3.4.14)
∂2
∂z2
E(z, t) =
[
∂2
∂z2
En − 2ikn ∂
∂z
En − k2nEn
]
ei(knz−ωt) (3.4.15)
∂2
∂t2
PNL(z, t) =
[
∂2
∂t2
PNLn − 2iωn
∂
∂t
PNLn − ω2nEn
]
ei(knz−ωt). (3.4.16)
Substituting Eqs. (3.4.14), (3.4.15) and (3.4.16) and taking into account the
SVEA, the nonlinear Eq.(3.4.8) becomes(
∂
∂z
− ωn
kn
ε(1)
c2
∂
∂t
)
En(z, t) +
1
2ikn
(
k2n − ω2n
ε(1)
c2
)
En(z, t) =
iω2n
2ε0c2
PNLn (z, t).
(3.4.17)
To get a converging solution to Eq. (3.4.17), the dispersion condition must be
satisfied:
k2n − ω2n
ε(1)
c2
= 0 ⇒ kn = ωnnωn
c
, (3.4.18)
where nωn =
√
ε(1).
In the SVEA, the nonlinear wave equation of Eq.(3.4.8) is then simplified to:(
∂
∂z
− nωn
c
∂
∂t
)
En(z, t) =
iωn
2ε0nωnc
PNLn (z, t). (3.4.19)
Equation (3.4.19) is the linearized form of the wave equation (Eq.(3.4.8)) and
with the SVEA represents the electric field in the medium due to the induced
nonlinear polarization.
3.4.3 Optical second harmonic generation (SHG)
Optical second harmonic generation (SHG) is a nonlinear conversion of two
photons of frequency ω to a single photon of frequency 2ω which, in the dipole
moment approximation, interacts with a noncentrosymmetric medium [36].
The optical second harmonic is used as method for probing buried interfaces
that cannot be accessed by conventional electronic techniques. In 1968, Bloem-
bergen et al [47] showed that second harmonic signals could be generated from
the surface of centrosymmetric materials. It is the second term of Eq. (3.4.3)
responsible for the SHG in a material. The second harmonic polarization is
given by:
P
(2)
i (t) = ε0
(∑
jk
χ
(2)
ijkEj(t)Ek.(t)
)
(3.4.20)
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χ is a proportionality constant called second-order nonlinear susceptibility. It
is a tensor of rank three and consists of 27 Cartesian components. P (2)i with
i = x, y, z is the ith component of the second-order polarization; E(t) is the
optical electric field. In the incident field with frequency ω is given such as:
Ei = εi exp (−iωt) + c.c., (3.4.21)
where εi is the field amplitude at a given position and c.c. means complex
conjugate. The second-order nonlinear polarization can easily be found to be
P
(2)
i (t) = ε0
(∑
jk
χ
(2)
ijk
(
εiεj exp (−i2ωt) + ε∗i ε∗j exp (i2ωt) + εiε∗j + ε∗i εj
))
.
(3.4.22)
This equation contains a component that radiates at twice the frequency of
the incident field. It also contains a dc component at zero frequency, an effect
known as optical rectification [96, 100]. A symmetry aspect of Eq. (3.4.22)
shows that all even-order coefficients in the dipole approximation are forbidden
in the bulk of a centrosymmetric medium [34, 51, 101], i.e., the operation ~r →
−~r leaves the inversion symmetry media unaffected, but does add minus signs
to both ~P → −~P and ~E → − ~E. This is only possible when χ(n) = 0 for even n
[102]. SHG exhibits a degree of surface sensitivity for centrosymmetric media
[103, 104]. This would mean that no SHG is allowed in a centrosymmetric
medium. However, at the interface between two different bulk media, where
inversion symmetry is no longer conserved, χ(2) is not necessarily zero. Thus,
SHG from interfaces of membranes is allowed.
3.4.4 Symmetry properties of the second-order
susceptibility tensor χ(2)
If the electric field E˜(r, t) can be expressed by a sum of discrete frequency
components E(ωn) such as
E˜(r, t) =
∑
n
E(ωn)e−iωnt + c.c., (3.4.23)
then the component of the second-order nonlinear susceptibility tensor can be
defined as [105]:
P
(2)
i (ωn + ωm) = ε0
∑
jk
∑
(nm)
χ
(2)
ijk(ωn + ωm)Ej(ωn)Ek(ωm). (3.4.24)
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i, j, k refer to the Cartesian coordinates, and the notation (nm) indicates that
the sum over n and m is to be made with the sum ωn +ωm held constant. For
the complete description of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor of Eq. (3.4.24),
one would need to know all the 324 complex numbers which account for all
permutations of the Cartesian coordinates and of all the frequency components
for both positive and negative frequencies [105]. This number is reduced to
a number of independent components by symmetry properties of the nonlin-
ear susceptibility.The symmetry properties of the second-order susceptibility
are the reality of fields, the intrinsic permutation symmetry, the reality of the
nonlinear susceptibility tensor, the full permutation symmetry, the inversion
symmetry and the Kleinman symmetry. Those symmetry properties preserve
the numerical value of χ(2). The following properties are the symmetry prop-
erties of nonlinear optical susceptibility tensors [105]:
Realty of fields
This symmetry property changes the sign of all frequency components and
take the complex conjugate.
χ
(2)
ijk(−ωn − ωm,−ωn,−ωm) = χ(2)ijk(ωn + ωm, ωn, ωm)∗ (3.4.25)
Intrinsic permutation symmetry
It simultaneously interchanges the last two frequency components and the last
two Cartesian coordinates.
χ
(2)
ijk(ωn + ωm, ωn, ωm) = χ
(2)
ikj(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn) (3.4.26)
Realty of the nonlinear susceptibility tensor
For a lossless medium, it takes the complex conjugate.
χ
(2)
ijk(ωn + ωm, ωn, ωm) = χ
(2)
ijk(ωn + ωm, ωn, ωm)
∗ (3.4.27)
Full permutation symmetry
For a lossless medium, this symmetry property simultaneously interchanges
any frequency components and the corresponding Cartesian coordinates
χ
(2)
ijk(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn) = χ
(2)
jki(ωm − ωn, ωm,−ωn). (3.4.28)
Inversion symmetry
In a centrosymmetric medium, all values of the second-order susceptibility are
zero.
χ
(2)
ijk(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn) = 0 (3.4.29)
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Kleinman’s symmetry
In this symmetry property, χ(2) is independent of frequency and the medium
is lossless. The symmetry interchanges the Cartesian coordinates without in-
terchanging the frequency components.
χ
(2)
ijk(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn) = χ
(2)
jki(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn) = χ
(2)
kij(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn)
= χ
(2)
ikj(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn) = χ
(2)
jik(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn)
= χ
(2)
kji(ωn + ωm, ωm, ωn) (3.4.30)
3.4.5 Contracted notation
When the validity of Kleinman’s symmetry condition is valid, a contracted
notation for the second-order nonlinear susceptibility is introduced by defining
a tensor as
dijk =
1
2
χ
(2)
ijk (3.4.31)
Under Kleinman’s symmetry conditions, in general for second harmonic gen-
eration, the tensor dijk is symmetric in its last two indices. Therefore, a con-
tracted matrix dil is introduced according to the prescription
jk: 11 22 33 23,32 31,13 12,21
l: 1 2 3 4 5 6.
The second-order nonlinear polarization can then be written as
P
(2)
i = ε0
∑
jk
∑
(nm)
2dilEj(ωn)Ek(ωm). (3.4.32)
The nonlinear susceptibility tensor can then be represented, in terms of dil, as
3× 6 matrix in the following form
dil =
d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26
d31 d32 d33 d34 d35 d36
 . (3.4.33)
When the Kleinman symmetry condition is valid, only 10 of these elements
are independent and the matrix takes the following form
dil =
d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16d16 d22 d23 d24 d14 d12
d15 d24 d33 d23 d13 d14
 . (3.4.34)
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The induced nonlinear polarization leading to SHG, in terms of dil is given by
Px(2ω)Py(2ω)
Pz(2ω)
 = 2ε0
d11 d12 d13 d14 d15 d16d21 d22 d23 d24 d25 d26
d31 d32 d33 d34 d35 d36


E2x(ω)
E2y(ω)
E2z (ω)
2Ey(ω)Ez(ω)
2Ex(ω)Ez(ω)
2Ex(ω)Ey(ω).
 (3.4.35)
Sipe et al. [29] did a phenomenological study of the theory of optical second-
and third-harmonic generation. In their study they showed that for cubic
centrosymmetric crystals Eq. (3.4.35) takes different forms for different crystal
faces; i.e. for crystals with a (111) face Eq. (3.4.35) becomes [29]:
Px(2ω)Py(2ω)
Pz(2ω)
 = 2ε0
d11 −d11 0 0 d15 00 0 0 d15 0 −d11
d31 d31 d33 0 0 0


E2x(ω)
E2y(ω)
E2z (ω)
2Ey(ω)Ez(ω)
2Ex(ω)Ez(ω)
2Ex(ω)Ey(ω)
 .
(3.4.36)
The components of the induced nonlinear polarization are:
Px(2ω) = 2ε0
(
d11E
2
x(ω)− d11E2y(ω) + 2d15Ex(ω)Ez(ω)
)
(3.4.37a)
Py(2ω) = 2ε0 (2d15Ey(ω)Ez(ω)− 2d11Ex(ω)Ey(ω)) (3.4.37b)
Pz(2ω) = 2ε0
(
d13E
2
x(ω) + d13E
2
y(ω) + d33E
2
z (ω)
)
. (3.4.37c)
For the Si(100) face, Eq. (3.4.35) can be written as [106]
Px(2ω)Py(2ω)
Pz(2ω)
 = 2ε0
 0 0 0 0 d15 00 0 0 d15 0 0
d31 d31 d33 0 0 0


E2x(ω)
E2y(ω)
E2z (ω)
2Ey(ω)Ez(ω)
2Ex(ω)Ez(ω)
2Ex(ω)Ey(ω)
 . (3.4.38)
In this case, the induced nonlinear polarization components are:
Px(2ω) = 4ε0d15Ex(ω)Ez(ω) (3.4.39a)
Py(2ω) = 4ε0d15Ey(ω)Ez(ω) (3.4.39b)
Pz(2ω) = 2ε0
(
d31E
2
x(ω) + d31E
2
y(ω) + d33E
2
z (ω)
)
. (3.4.39c)
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If the incident electric field is p-polarized, i.e. Ex = 0, Ey and Ez are non-zero
the components of the polarization of Eq. (3.4.39) become:
Px(2ω) = 0 (3.4.40a)
Py(2ω) = 4ε0d15Ey(ω)Ez(ω) (3.4.40b)
Pz(2ω) = 2ε0
(
d31E
2
y(ω) + d33E
2
z (ω)
)
. (3.4.40c)
For s-polarized light, incident on the yz-plane, Ey(ω) = Ez(ω) = 0 and
Ex(ω) 6= 0, the induced second-order nonlinear polarization is in the z-direction
and is given by
Pz(2ω) = 2ε0d31E
2
x(ω). (3.4.41)
The generated SH beam does not have s-polarization since there is no x-
component of the induced polarization.
3.4.6 Multiphoton absorption
Multiphoton processes are interactions of electromagnetic radiation with mat-
ter that are accompanied by the absorption and emission of several electro-
magnetic quanta (photons) in an elementary event. Multiphoton absorption
effects are very important since they can initiate processes that linear ab-
sorption cannot at a photon energy below the direct band gap1. With the
development of lasers, especially the femtosecond laser, it has become clear
that electromagnetic radiation interacts with matter where processes involv-
ing more than one photon can occur [107]. One such interaction is two-photon
absorption (TPA). There are many techniques used to study TPA; one way of
measuring TPA in semiconductors is to measure the attenuation of a beam or
pulse propagating through a medium. If the pulse irradiance is I, the pulse is
attenuated according to the expression [107–109]
dI
dz
= −αI − βI2 − γI3 − τI4 − ..., (3.4.42)
where α, β, γ and τ are the linear, two-photon, three-photon and four-photon
absorption coefficients, respectively. For linear and two-photon absorption, the
attenuation of the laser beam is given by:
dI
dz
= −αI − βI2. (3.4.43)
1Semiconductor: when the valence band maximum (VBM) and the conduction band
maximum (CBM) are situated in the same direction of the Brillioun zone, the band gap is
direct. Overwise, when those points are situated in different symmetry directions, there is
an indirect band gap.
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When multiple reflections are neglected within the medium, the transmitted
irradiance is given by the expression [107]
I(z, l, t) =
α (1−R)2 I(z, 0, t)e−αl
1 + β (1−R) I(z, 0, t) (1− e−αl) . (3.4.44)
Here l is the thickness and R is the reflectivity of the medium. If β = 0,
Eq. (3.4.44) reduces to the well-known Beer-Lambert’s law of a single photon
absorption. A z-scan technique at different wavelengths λ has been used by
several groups to obtain the two-photon absorption coefficient β(λ) and the
Kerr nonlinearity n2(λ) [110–126].
3.4.7 The z-scan technique
The z-scan technique is a method used to measure the nonlinear index and the
nonlinear absorption coefficient. It can be performed in two different ways: in
an open and close aperture. In a z-scan technique, a sample with thickness
d is moved along the focus of a beam with a Gaussian spatial profile, and
the transmission through an aperture behind is measured as a function of the
longitudinal coordinate z. The open aperture technique is designed to detect
all light transmitted through the sample by placing no aperture in front of the
photodiode (detector), and consequently the nonlinear absorption coefficient
can be obtained. For a Gaussian beam profile, the transmitted light for a
z-scan in the open aperture technique is given by [127, 128]:
Topen(z) = 1− 1
2
√
2
βI0leff
1 + x2
, (3.4.45)
where x = z/z0, z0 = kω2 is the confocal parameter, with k = 2pi/λ the free
space wave vector, ω is the 1/e intensity beam waist, I0 is the peak on-axis
intensity, leff = α−1
(
1− e−αl) is the effective optical length and α is the linear
absorption coefficient. For silicon (Si), α is nonzero for λ < 1100 nm [129].
In a closed aperture z-scan (aperture transmission S < 1), a small aperture
is placed at a distance z in front of the photodiode so that only the central
part of the transmitted light through the aperture is detected as the sample is
scanned along the z-axis providing the nonlinear refractive coefficient. Due to
the nonlinear focusing of the beam, the transmission of the aperture displays
a characteristic peak-valley shape, which under the approximation of small
refractive index and absorption changes depends on the coordinate z as [130,
131]
Tclosed(z) ∼= 1− 4x〈∆Φ0〉
(1 + x2) (9 + x2)
. (3.4.46)
The time-averaged peak on-axis phase change 〈∆Φ0〉 (at the center of the
Gaussian profile) is a function of the nonlinear refractive index n2 and the
aperture transmission S can be approximated as
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〈∆Φ0〉 ∼= 1√
2
(1− S)0.25 kleffn2I0. (3.4.47)
3.4.8 Multiphoton absorption in silicon/silicon dioxide
system
In metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices silicon-silicon dioxide (Si/SiO2)
is the most investigated interface between two solid materials [12]. In the
past decades optical second harmonic generation (SHG) has been used as a
powerful tool to probe the electronic and structural properties of solid-solid
interfaces for media with inversion symmetry [4, 47, 100, 132–137]; but many
studies using the SHG technique have been directed at surfaces of centrosym-
metric media such as silicon (Si) for which the bulk second-order susceptibility
vanishes under the dipole approximation [24, 34, 36, 100–102, 138–140]. The
Si/SiO2 interfaces have been studied in an extensive manner and significant
progress has been made in understanding the sensitivity of SHG to interface
defects, steps, strain, roughness, electric fields, carrier dynamics and chemical
modifications [25, 36, 40, 41, 141, 142]. It has been shown that under femtosec-
ond (fs) laser irradiation, the optical properties of silicon can change drastically
and the probability of a material absorbing more than one photon before re-
laxing to the ground state can be enhanced [143]. Ragghunathan et al. [144]
showed that multiphoton absorption is strong in the mid- or far-infrared re-
gions, where two or three photons are simultaneously absorbed through virtual
intermediate state(s) in the indirect energy gap of 1.1 eV. When irradiating the
Si/SiO2 interface with a fundamental wavelength at frequency ω (with photon
energy 1.55 eV), multiphoton absorption can lead to internal photoemission
(IPE) of electrons from Si to SiO2 and external photon emission from Si to
vacuum. Internal photon emission can result in a separation of charges which
produces an internal electric field response due to the increase in the electric
field in Si near the Si/SiO2 interface; that internal electric field causes electric
field induced second harmonic (EFISH).
3.5 Electric field induced second harmonic
(EFISH) generation
Optical second harmonic generation (SHG) is a noninvasive probe technique
which has been used advantageously to investigate surfaces and interfaces of
systems with broken inversion symmetry [4, 12, 13, 17–19, 24, 34, 37, 145, 146]
such as the Si surface and the Si/SiO2 interface. Electric field induced second
harmonic (EFISH) generation [18, 19, 34, 38, 41, 147] is a well-established
technique to determine the second- and third-order nonlinear optical response
from centrosymmetric materials such as silicon (Si) [148].
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3.5.1 Sources for second harmonic generation
There are two sources of SHG in the electric dipole approximation; in the
absence of an electric field, SHG in centrosymmetric media such as silicon
(Si) and amorphous SiO2 is due to surface electric dipole and bulk quadrupole
contributions [29, 38]. The surface polarization density at the second frequency
is
P
(2ω)
SD,i = ε
∑
jk
χ
(2),S
ijk E
ω
j E
ω
k , (3.5.1)
while the bulk-quadrupole polarization can be written as
P
(2ω)
BQ = ε
∑
jkl
ΓijklE
ω
j ∇kEωl , (3.5.2)
where χ(2),Sijk is the surface dipole susceptibility tensor, Γijkl the bulk-quadrupole
susceptibility tensor and Eωj the fundamental beam electric field.
When a dc electric field is present there is also a bulk-dipole polarization
density which is described by the nonlinear polarization [19, 23, 25, 34, 39, 148]
P
(2ω)
BD,i = ε
∑
ijkl
χ
(3)
ijklE
ω
j E
ω
kE
dc
l , (3.5.3)
where χ(3)ijkl are the components of the bulk-dipole allowed third-order nonlinear
susceptibility tensor, Eωj,k are the fundamental optical fields and Edcl the local
dc electric field. |χ(3)| is 104 × smaller in SiO2 than in Si; EFISH from Si/SiO2
is dominated by the near-interface electric field in Si [38].
3.5.2 Time-dependent second harmonic generation
The time-dependent second harmonic (TDSH) was observed by Mihaychuk and
colleagues [38]. They showed that the increase in second harmonic (SH) signals
is attributed to the laser injection of hot electrons into the oxide conduction
band and subsequent charge trapping [20, 149]. The charge carriers cause an
internal dc electric field, which affects the optical nonlinear susceptibility .
When an electric field is present in the region of excitation, the electric field
can directly contribute to the generated SH signal [150]. The generated SH
intensity, I(2ω) can be expressed by [22, 41, 70, 145, 150, 151]
I(2ω)(t) =
∣∣∣χ(2)0 + χ(3)Edc(t)∣∣∣2 (I(ω))2 (3.5.4)
=
∣∣∣χ(2)eff (t)∣∣∣2 (I(ω))2 , (3.5.5)
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where I(ω) is the intensity of the incident laser light, Edc(t) the internal electric
field at the interface, χ(2)0 and χ(3) the interfacial second- and third-order sus-
ceptibilities, respectively, and χ(2)eff (t) = χ
(2)
0 + χ
(3)Edc(t) is the effective photo
induced second-order optical susceptibility. The temporal evolution of EFISH
intensity I(2ω) reflects the dynamics of the charge separation processes and is
a direct measure for the transient interfacial charge density nc [19, 22, 38, 151]
nc ∝
∣∣∣χ(2)eff ∣∣∣ ∝ √I(2ω), (3.5.6)
with χ(2)eff being the effective internal field dependent interfacial second-order
susceptibility, which depends on the internal dc electric field [22, 152].
Fig. 3.5 shows a schematic energy diagram of a non-irradiated SiO2 interface
[38]. Bloch and his group showed that from the intensity dependence of the
charging time, internal photoemission (IPE) involves excitation of electrons
from the Si valence band (VB) to the oxide conduction band (CB) [19].
Figure 3.5: Energy levels in Si/SiO2 for intrinsic and weakly doped silicon: CB,
conduction band; VB, valence band; Evac, vacuum energy level.
Under illumination with femtosecond laser there is generation of new electron
trap sites. Ambient oxygen enhances charge-carrier trapping at the Si/SiO2
interface [19, 153]. Charge trapping occurs also under vacuum conditions [38].
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The injection of electrons as well as holes and the trapping processes in Si/SiO2
contribute to the time-dependent SHG signals observed [38, 40, 41, 154]. In-
jection and trapping as well as trap generation can be divided into two steps
[41]:
(i)The photo excitation of electrons and holes in silicon due to multiphoton
processes at high peak intensities; this excitation is independent of the oxide
since SiO2 is transparent in the near infrared spectral region and multiphoton
processes are negligible for its large band gap of 7.3 eV.
(ii) The injection, transport and trapping of charge carriers as well as the trap
site generation in the oxide.
Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 are schematic energy band diagrams of the Si/SiO2 inter-
face of a Si when irradiated with laser pulses at low and high peak intensities,
respectively. In bulk silicon, hot electrons can be generated by three-photon
processes (red arrows in Figs. 3.6 and 3.7). The electron injection into the
SiO2 layer takes place because, with three-photon absorption processes, elec-
trons have enough energy to overcome the band gap offset of 4.3 eV between
the Si valence and SiO2 conduction bands [38]. When the incident wavelength
is in two-photon resonance with the interband transitions of the near interface
or bulk silicon, efficient electron-hole (eh) pair creation takes place and a res-
onantly enhanced electron injection process is observed by SHG [12, 17, 25].
Electron trapping occurs at the SiO2/air interface (A) [19], in the bulk SiO2
(B) and at the Si/SiO2 interface (C) [38]. The resultant charge separation
leads to an interfacial electric field Eint (blue arrow in Fig. 3.6) formed by
both electrons and holes being pumped across the Si/SiO2 interface. The
interfacial electric field Eint exceeds 10V/cm in ultrathin oxides for surface
charge densities > 1012 cm−2, which are realistic for intensities employed here
[38]. This is sufficient to yield measurable electric field induced changes in the
observed SH signal [18, 19, 34, 153].
The energy barrier required for hole injection from the Si conduction band to
the SiO2 valence band is 5.7 eV (Fig. 3.5) [38]. In order to inject holes from
Si to SiO2, it requires a four-photon excitation process.
For a given high peak intensity, the contribution of electron effects is dominant
in building up the interfacial electric field (Eel in Fig. 3.7) while the contribu-
tion of holes to the interfacial electric field (Eh in Fig. 3.7) is delayed (relative
to the electron injection). This delay is due to the less efficient four-photon
excitation and low hole mobility. As a result, the SH signal representing the
transient net charge density is a superposition of electrons and holes at the
interface.
A generalized empirical model involving the dynamics of electrons and holes
was developed [18, 38, 41] to extract the amplitudes as well as the time con-
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Figure 3.6: Schematic energy band diagram in Si/SiO2 system when illuminated
with a femtosecond laser light at low incident peak intensities; CBdirect and CBindirect
are the direct and indirect conduction band, respectively; VB is the valence band; Evac,
the vacuum energy level; transfer of electron into SiO2 is achieved by three-photon
and cascade of one- and two-photon processes; electron can be trapped at SiO2/air
interface (A), in the bulk Si (B) and at the Si/SiO2 interface (C).
stants involving electron and hole effects and is given by
I(2ω)(t) ∝
(
1 +
4∑
i=1
ai exp (−t/τi)
)2
, (3.5.7)
with ai and τi the amplitudes and time constants of the SH signals.
The contribution involving electron processes in Eq. 3.5.7 is given by [41]:
I(2ω)(t) ∝ [1 + a1 exp (−t/τ1) + a2exp(−t/τ2)]2 , (3.5.8)
with a1,2 < 0 and τ1,2 > 0 ,
and the relation (Eq. 3.5.7) involving hole contributions only is given by [41]
I(2ω)(t) ∝ [1 + a3 exp (−t/τ3) + a4exp(−t/τ4)]2 , (3.5.9)
with a3,4 > 0 and τ3,4 > 0
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Figure 3.7: Hole (h+) transfer and trapping in Si/SiO2 after injection by four-
photon excitation: decrease of net interfacial electric field. Evac, vacuum energy
level; Eel, electric field due to electron transition and trapping from Si to SiO2; Eh,
small contribution of hole processes.
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Experimental
In this chapter, the description of the experimental setup and the optical equip-
ments used to collect data for the characterization of the silicon membranes is
explained. A description of the free carrier absorption measurements is given.
A characterization of the laser beam as well as the detectors used for simulta-
neous EFISH measurements in transmission and reflection are also presented.
A description of the sample preparation and cleaning process is given.
4.1 Experimental setup
The objectives of these experiments are to do measurements on silicon mem-
branes and be able to simultaneously measure the second harmonic signals
in transmission and reflection from the same silicon membrane. In order to
achieve that a setup as shown in Fig. 4.1 has to be build. The schematic
diagram of the experimental setup shown in Fig. 4.1 can be divided into three
parts: the optical source, the detection system and the optical components,
which allow the beam to go from the source to the detectors after being inci-
dent on the sample.
The optical source used is a titanium-doped sapphire oscillator (Spectra Physics,
3941 − M3S, tsunami) capable of tunable laser operation over a broad range
of near infrared (NIR) wavelengths. The energy for the lasing process is pro-
vided by a frequency doubled Nd:YVO4 laser (Spectra Physics, Millenia V)
with 5.5W continuous wave (cw) maximum output power at a wavelength of
532 nm [39]. The laser was tuned at 800 nm output wavelength and the output
of the laser is vertically polarized (p-polarization). For second harmonic (SH)
measurements, p-p polarization (i.e. vertically polarized incident light and
the output SH signal is also vertically polarized) is used because SH signal is
higher in this configuration.
The detection system futures a power meter (Thorlabs: PM100D) for power
34
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the experimental setup used for simultaneously
measuring second harmonic signals in reflection and in transmission from a thin
Si membrane; Ti:Sa, Ti:Sapphire femtosecond laser; λ/2, half wave plate; F, filter;
Pi, polarizers; Li, lenses; M, silver mirror; PM, photomultiplier tube; ω and 2ω,
fundamental and second harmonic signals, respectively; (A) black box shielding PMTs
from external light; S, XY translation stage with rotating platform.
measurements, two identical photomultiplier tubes, PMT (Hamamatsu Pho-
tonics, Japan, H678003), a digital lock-in amplifier (Zurich Instruments, HF2LI
Lock-in Amplifier, 50MHz, 210MSa/s) to amplifier the signals from the PMTs;
a computer equipped with HF2LI software (LabView) for data collection and a
chopper (Thorlabs, Optical chopper, MC2000, 1Hz− 10 kHz frequency range)
to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.
The optical components, used to guide the beams from the optical source to
the sample and from the sample to the detection systems, are: two half-wave
plates, λ/2 (Thorlabs, ∅1: 1 " zero-order half wave plate, 780 nm), a polarizer,
P1 (Thorlabs, Glan-laser polarizer, 10mm, CA, AR coating: 650− 1050 nm),
silver mirrors, M (Thorlabs, ∅: 1" protective silver mirrors, 0.24 " (6.00mm)
thick), lenses with different focal lengths to collimate and focus the beams, a
sample holder to hold the sample, S, two filters, F (Schott AG, Mainz, Ger-
many, BG-39, short pass filters for 350 ≤ λ ≤ 590 nm and < 0.01% transmis-
sion for λ > 700 nm) and an optical spectrometer (Ocean Optics spectrometer,
1∅: diameter
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HR4000), not shown on Fig. 4.1, with a CCD array detector equipped with
Ocean Optics software which provides a readout on the computer.
Other optical components used (not shown on the experimental setup of Fig.
4.1) are a custom built autocorrelator interferometer made of a beam split-
ter, BS (50/50 dielectric beam splitter), a custom-modified reversed biased
AlGaAs-light emitting diode (LED) [39], and a movable mirror.
4.2 Sample fabrication and preparation
Fabrication and cleaning procedures of Si samples were taken from [106]. The
cleaning procedure is a standard method used in our laboratory. The silicon
(Si) samples under investigation were fabricated from a bulk silicon wafer us-
ing a chemical etching process. An approximately 490µm thick Si wafer was
polished on both sides, with orientation < 100 >, and moderately p-doped
with a doping concentrations of 3 − 6 × 1014 cm−3 [106]. A low stress silicon
nitride layer was deposited by a plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposi-
tion process on both sides of the wafer to act as a mask against the etching
solution. One side of the wafer surface was patterned in an array of squares
(3×3mm2) of exposed silicon while the other side was completely masked. The
patterned wafer was immersed in tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH)
etching bath under clean room conditions. The wafer was rotated regularly to
minimize roughness on the exposed areas. After 72 hours in the slow etching
bath, the desired thickness of the remaining silicon membrane was reached.
The etching process was terminated and the silicon nitride mask was chemi-
cally removed [106].
Figure 4.2: Photograph of arrays of weakly p-doped 3× 3mm2 Si(100) with doping
concentration of 2.67× 1015 cm−3
Fig. 4.2 shows a photograph of one of the Si membrane samples used in this
study, arrays of 3×3mm2. Before each measurement, the free standing Si mem-
branes were degrease in organic solvents (methanol, acetone, trichloroethylene,
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acetone, methanol) in the listed order and rinsing with deionized water. To
remove natural oxide from the wafer, the samples were immersed in diluted
hydrofluoric acid (40%). After cleaning, the samples were kept in dark room
conditions (room temperature and atmospheric pressure) for 48 hours to allow
the growth of natural oxide to reach equilibrium. The uniform ultrathin nat-
ural oxide layer is approximately 2− 3 nm [42]; the samples can be chemically
cleaned several times to grow new native oxide layers.
4.3 Laser pulse characterization
Prior to investigating Si membranes, the laser pulses need to be characterized,
i.e., the pulse duration and the repetition rate of the laser must be known.
Also the laser peak intensity needs to be calculated.
4.3.1 Repetition rate and pulse duration
The pulse repetition rate (PRR) of the laser is defined as the number of pulses
emitted per second. The PRR is measured with a pulse train detector con-
nected to an oscilloscope (Tektronix TDS 3032, Two channel color digital phos-
phor oscilloscope, 300MHz, 2.5GS/s). The time between consecutive pulses
was found to be 12.5 ns (Fig. 4.3) which gives a repetition rate of 80MHz.
The output spectrum of the laser shown in Fig. 4.5 was recorded using an
Ocean Optics spectrometer (HR4000) with a detector connected to a com-
puter (equipped with Ocean Optics Software) via an usb port for readout.
A custom built autocorrelator was used to determine the pulse duration of
≈ 80 fs.
The autocorrelation of Fig. 4.4 consists of splitting an incoming pulse into two
parts using a 50/50 beam splitter. The two parts of the original incoming pulse
are then superimposed in a two-photon detector (AlGaAs -light emitting diode
(LED) detector) where two-photon absorption (TPA) takes place, after being
reflected back onto themselves by mirrors M1 and M2 (movable) and focused
onto the detector by a spherical mirror, M3. If the optical path length difference
is ∆x, the time delay between the two splitted beams will be ∆t = ∆x/c.
An interference pattern is then formed and the interference pattern is the
autocorrelation function of the laser pulse. The expected maximum signal
to offset ratio PC(S)/PC(O) of the autocorrelation function is calculated as
follows, taking into account TPA processes in the detector:
PC(S)
PC(O)
∝ I(S)
2
I(O)2
=
(|E1 + E2|2)2(|E1|2)2 + (|E2|2)2 = (2E1)
4
2E41
=
8
1
, (4.3.1)
where I(S) and I(O) are the resultant signal and offset laser intensities incident
on the detector, respectively. E1 and E2 are the electric field amplitudes of the
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Figure 4.3: Measured pulse train of the femtosecond laser.
Figure 4.4: illustration of Michelson interferometer. B.S, beam splitter, Mi, silver
mirrors; AlGaAs, aluminum gallium arsenide photo detector.
laser pulses originating from the two mirrors M1 and M2, respectively. E1 = E2
since a 50/50 beam splitter is used. The two parallel beams with electric fields
E1 and E2 (with E1 = E2 = E) with a variable delay are generated and focused
onto a slow detector to obtain a signal proportional to (E(t) + E(t− τ))2.
Only the beam proportional to the cross-product (E(t)E(t− τ)) is recorded
with a slow detector which measures the intensity autocorrelation of the signal
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and it is given by:
Iac(τ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
I(t)I(t+ τ)dt. (4.3.2)
For a Gaussian shape, the relationship between the duration and spectral
bandwidth of the laser is given by the time-bandwidth product ∆τ∆ν ≥ 0.44,
where ∆ν is the frequency bandwidth at FWHM with ω = 2piν and ∆t is
FWHM in time of the pulse. The minimum time duration of a pulse is given
by
∆τ ≥ 0.44λ
2
c∆λ
, (4.3.3)
where ∆λ is the spectrum bandwidth at FWHM and c the speed of light in
vacuum. The pulse duration is determine at the intensity level 1/e (1/τ) or
1/e2 (1/τ 2). For a Gaussian pulse shape, the relationship between the temporal
pulse width at FWHM, τp, and the electric field pulse width, τ1/e, is
τp =
√
ln 2τ1/e. (4.3.4)
Figure 4.5: Measured spectrum of the optical femtosecond laser used. The pulse
duration is calculated using Eq. (4.3.3).
The measured spectrum and autocorrelation trace of the Ti:sapphire laser
used, are shown in Fig. 4.5 and Fig. 4.6, respectively. The spectral pulse
duration ∆τ(spec) was calculated using the following formula Eq. (4.3.3),
with ∆λ was measured to be 13.4 nm. The calculated pulse duration of the
pulses of the autocorrelation measurement is 80 fs.
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Figure 4.6: Autocorelaltion trace measured using Michelson interferometer of Fig.
4.4.
4.3.2 Peak intensity
The spectrum of the fundamental laser beam in Fig. 4.5 has a Gaussian beam
profile. The intensity profile of the incident fundamental wave is given by [108]
Iω(x, y) = Iω0 exp
(−2x2/w2) exp (−2 cos2 θy2/w2), (4.3.5)
where Iω0 is the intensity at the position (x = 0, y = 0), θ is the incident
angle (θ = 45 ◦ in our case) and w = w(z) the radius of the incident beam of
frequency ω at a position z along the propagation direction. w(z) is related to
the Rayleigh length by [108]:
w = w(z) = w0
(
1 + z2/z2R
)1/2
, (4.3.6)
with zR = piw2/λ and λ = 2pic/w, where c is the speed of light in vacuum; w0 =
w(z = 0). The fundamental power, Pω, incident on the sample is obtained by
integrating Eq. (4.3.5), which is found equal to:
Pω = Iω0
piw2
2 cos θ
. (4.3.7)
The generated SH intensity is a quadratic function of the incident fundamental
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intensity [39] and is given by
I2ω(x, y) = ηI
2
ω(x, y) exp
(−4x2/w2) exp (−4 cos2 θy2), (4.3.8)
with η the SH conversion efficiency constant. The SH power is obtained by
integrating over I2ω(x, y):
P2ω = ηI
2
ω0
piw2
4 cos θ
. (4.3.9)
This implies that
P2ω = ηP
2
ω
cos θ
piw2
∝ 1
ω2
. (4.3.10)
Inserting Eq. (4.3.6) into Eq. (4.3.10) gives
P2ω =
K
1 + z2/z2R
, (4.3.11)
where K = (ηP 2ω) /(piw20).
Figure 4.7: Simultaneous measurement of the beam radius in reflection and in trans-
mission at the sample position z = 0 on a thin Si membrane. Solid curves are fits
according to Eq. (4.3.11).
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Fig. 4.7 shows a typical simultaneous measurement of the total SH power
P2ω(z) in transmission and in reflection generated at the Si/SiO2 interface as
a function of the sample position z. The solid curves are fits according to Eq.
(4.3.11) with K and zR the fit parameters. The Rayleigh length was found to
be zR = 0.122mm which corresponds to a beam waist (radius) of ω0 = 5.57µm
at the focal position z = 0. The spot size diameter is (11.2± 2)µm.
4.3.3 FCA measurements
The fs Ti:sapphire laser tuned to a central wavelength of λ = 800 nm (hν =
1.55 eV) is applied to investigate the linear and nonlinear optical behavior of
thin Si membrane samples by measuring the average laser power of the fs pulse
train transmitted through the membranes as a function of the incident laser
power Pin. The vertically polarized (p-polarized) beam from the fs Ti:sapphire
laser is collimated and focused by lenses L1 and L2, respectively. The beam
transmitted through the Si membrane is collected by lens L3 (see Fig. 4.1).
A power meter (Thorlabs PM100D) is used to measure the transmitted and
reflected average powers.
4.3.4 Calibration of the photomultiplier tubes
(a) Transmission (b) Reflection
Figure 4.8: Calibration of the photomultiplier tubes; a) in transmission geometry
and b) in reflection geometry
Before doing time-dependent second harmonic (TDSH) generation measure-
ments on Si membranes to qualitatively and quantitatively compare the SH
signals transmitted through and reflected from the sample, one has to cali-
brate the photomultiplier tubes (PMTs). The calibration is done by setting
up both PMTs to measure the same intensity signal for the same geometry
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by adjusting the gain on both PMTs in such a way that they detect the same
signal strength for the same geometry as shown in Fig. 4.8.
PMT1 and PMT2 are the photomultiplier tubes measuring the SH intensity
in transmission and reflection, respectively. The results show that the PMTs
were well balanced prior to comparing the SH signals in transmission and in
reflection.
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Results
In this chapter, the experimental results obtained during the investigation of
the Si/SiO2 interfaces of thin Si membranes are reported. Transmitted and
reflected fundamental signals, as well as the time-dependent second harmonic
signals measured simultaneously in both geometries are reported. The inves-
tigation of the linear and nonlinear (FCA) optical behavior of thin Si samples
is done by measuring the average laser power of the fs pulse train transmitted
through the membranes as a function of the incident laser power (Fig. 5.5).
For the reason explained in section 4.1, all measurements were carried out in
the p-p polarization combination, i.e., laser excitation and detection signal are
in p-polarization. Second harmonic technique is used as a tool to investigate
the Si membrane samples. The samples used are weakly p-doped with different
thicknesses. The following measurements were performed:
• time dependent second harmonic (TDSH) generation in reflection on bulk
Si samples;
• power measurements of the transmitted and reflected fundamental light;
and
• simultaneous TDSH generation measurements in reflection and trans-
mission geometries, for different incident laser intensities, to compare
the amplitudes of the signals in transmission and reflection.
44
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5.1 Reflection and transmission of the
fundamental laser beam
5.1.1 Fundamental laser wavelength power reflected and
transmitted using a femtosecond laser at 800nm
In chapter 1, Fig. 1.1 shows a schematic diagram of the laser beam reflection
from and transmission through a thin Si membrane, illuminated with a fem-
tosecond (fs) laser beam at an angle of θ = 45 ◦, with a frequency ω. The
calculated propagation angle inside silicon is γ = 11 ◦. Figure 5.5 shows an
example of power dependences of the fs laser beam reflection and transmission
with the contributions of linear absorption (dashed line in Fig. 5.5) and free
charge carrier absorption (FCA, shown by the arrow). Laser beam reflection,
Pref , shows a nearly perfect linear dependence on the incident laser power Pin)
(Fig. 5.1) with the reflectivity R = 0.15±0.001. This result agrees with previ-
ous reports [155, 156] and confirms the validity of the Fresnel equations using
the optical constants of the sample under ambient conditions, i.e. refractive
indices nair = 1, nSiO2 = 1.45, and nSi = 3.69 [157, 158] yielding R = 0.155.
Figures. 5.2 and 5.3 show the measured transmitted power Ptrans through Si
membrane as a function of the incident laser power Pin up to 0.8W. The
results show that the transmitted power Ptrans deviates considerably from lin-
earity (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3): starting with an initial linear increase of Ptrans for
low power Pin (< 0.2W in Figs.5.2 and 5.3), the transmitted power reaches
an absolute maximum value at Pin ≈ 0.5 ± 0.1W. For higher laser Pin, the
transmitted power Ptrans decreases again. The contributions from internally
reflected beams to the transmitted laser power Ptrans are negligible (≤ 0.05%)
even without any account for laser beam attenuation by absorption and scat-
tering in the bulk. The pulse peak intensities incident on the sample amount
up 80GW/cm2 averaged over the beam cross section and the pulse duration.
Results presented here (Figs. 5.2 and 5.3) do not show error bars because
the measurement uncertainty of the instrument (power meter) is 0.5% of the
actual measurement range maximum which is too small to be plotted along
with the obtained data. The resolution of the power meter is 1µm.
For the measurement of the 800 nm transmitted and reflected light, a power
meter (Thorlabs: PM100D) is used. No filter is used to block the SH light
generated on the sample as its contribution to the measurement is negligibly
small. The measurements at 800 nm, especially in transmission through the
investigated Si membrane sample helped to estimate the thickness of the sam-
ple using the model described in Sect. 5.2 for one-photon absorption inside
silicon.
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Figure 5.1: Reflected laser power Pref from thin Si membranes as a function of the
incident power Pin yielding a reflectivity R = 0.15± 0.01. Solid lines are linear fits.
Figure 5.2: Average laser transmitted power Ptrans of a fs laser pulse train using
thin Si membranes as a function of the incident power Pin. Solid lines are fits
according to Eq. (6.1.12) with n considered as a variable parameter in the fit.
5.1.2 Model calculations
The model developed here will be used to calculate the intensities of the funda-
mental electric fields in reflection and transmission geometries, compare the in-
tensities at air/SiO2/Si and Si/SiO2/air interfaces. In the model, air/SiO2/Si
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Figure 5.3: Average laser transmitted power Ptrans of a fs laser pulse train using
thin Si membranes as a function of the incident power Pin. Solid lines are fits
according to Eq. (6.1.12) with n = 2 fixed.
and Si/SiO2/air are defined as "front" and "rear" interfaces, respectively, of
the Si model. This is in line with the description of EFISH in reflection by Park
et al. [159]. In the following model, we consider only the fundamental elec-
tric fields from a single sheet of polarization, located in the Si directly below
the SiO2/Si and Si/SiO2 interfaces. The dipole approximation will be used
throughout. Let us consider a p-polarized incident wave (either in reflection
or transmission geometry) and p-polarized second harmonic (SH) wave.
Fig. 5.4 shows a schematic diagram of the light propagation in the Si wafer
with native SiO2 layers. In the description below, numerical subscripts indi-
cate the medium: 0 = air, 1 = SiO2 and 2 = Si. For the purpose of the
model the incident beams are considered to come from different sides of the
membrane for reflection and transmission geometries. The propagation paths
of the fundamental beam out of the Si through the SiO2 into air are identical
for both reflection and in transmission geometries. Let the magnitude of the
electric field of the p-polarized fundamental wave in air before it enters the
sample be Ein. The Cartesian coordinates are chosen with the x- and y-axis
along (100) and (010) crystal plane, respectively. The z-axes is perpendicular
to the membrane surfaces. Let us define the vectors direction as follows:
~p0− = cos θ0xˆ+ sin θ0zˆ, (5.1.1)
~p0+ = − cos θ0xˆ+ sin θ0zˆ,
~p2− = cos θ2xˆ+ sin θ2zˆ,
~p2+ = − cos θ2xˆ+ sin θ2zˆ,
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Figure 5.4: Sketch of the beam paths considered in the model for (a) reflection
and (b) transmission geometries. Blue beams represent the second harmonic beams
escaping from the sample into air. Red beams represent the fundamental beams.
where θ0 and θ2 are the angles incident on air/SiO2 and SiO2/Si interfaces,
respectively.
5.1.3 Calculations of the laser beam intensities at
air/SiO2/Si and Si/SiO2/air interfaces
The electric field of the incident fundamental wave on the front interface of
the sample is given by:
~Erefl1 = Ein~p0− = Ein (cos θ0xˆ+ sin θ0zˆ) . (5.1.2)
The electric field of the fundamental wave after transmission through the
air/SiO2 and SiO2/Si interfaces is
~Erefl2 = t01t12Ein~p2− = t01t12Ein (cos θ0xˆ+ sin θ0zˆ) , (5.1.3)
where tij are the Fresnel amplitude coefficients of transmission from air/SiO2
and SiO2/Si, respectively. The field of the fundamental wave incident on the
rear interface of the sample is
~Etrans1 = Ein~p0+ = Ein (− cos θ0xˆ+ sin θ0zˆ) , (5.1.4)
and the fundamental wave after transmission through the air/SiO2 and SiO2/Si
interfaces is
~Etrans2 = t01t12Ein~p2+ = t01t12Ein (− cos θ0xˆ+ sin θ0zˆ) . (5.1.5)
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Then, the fundamental wave propagates through Si membrane of thickness D
with path length l = D/cos θ2. If both one- and two-photon absorption are
considered, the linearized expression on the intensity is given by [160]:
I(l) =
αI0e
−αl
α + β (1− e−αl) I0 =
I0e
−αl
1 + β
α
(1− e−αl) I0
, (5.1.6)
where α and β are the one- and two-photon absorption coefficients, respec-
tively. Therefore, for I(l) = cεi
2ni
|E(l)|2 cos θi in medium i with θ the angle
between the propagation direction and the normal of the surface considered
for the intensity calculation [161], yields
cεi
2ni
|E(l)|2 cos θi =
cεi
2ni
|E0|2 cos θie−αl
1 + β
α
(1− e−αl) cεi
2ni
|E0|2 cos θi
.
If we assume that the magnitude of the electric field is a real number, then
E(l) =
√
E20e
−αl
1 + β
α
(1− e−αl) cεi
2ni
|E0|2 cos θi
= E0e
−α
2
l 1√
f (E0, θi)
. (5.1.7)
where f (E0, θi) = 1 + βα
(
1− e−α Dcos θi
)
cεi
2ni
|E0|2 cos θi.
Setting up E0 =
∣∣∣E(ω)trans2∣∣∣ = t01t12Ein, i = 2 for propagation in the Si, then
E(l) =
t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2√
1 + β
α
(1− e−αl) cε22
2nω2
(t01t12Ein)
2 cos θi
=
t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2√
f (Ein, θ2)
, (5.1.8)
where f (Ein, θ2) = 1 + βα
(
1− e−α Dcos θ2
)
cεω2
2nω2
(t01t12Ein)
2 cos θ2. Therefore, the
electric field of the fundamental wave reaching the polarization sheet in the Si
(medium 2) after attenuation by one- and two-photon absorption in the Si is
given by
~Eωtrans3 =
t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2√
f (Ein, θ2)
~p2+ (5.1.9)
=
t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2√
f (Ein, θ2)
(− cos θ2xˆ+ sin θ2zˆ) . (5.1.10)
The reflection of the fundamental wave from the Si/SiO2 interface has to be
considered too. The reflected electric field at the Si/SiO2 interface will be in
the −~p2− direction (not in the ~p2+)
~Eωtrans4 =
(
r21t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2
1√
f (Ein, θ2)
)
(−~p2−) (5.1.11)
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~Eωtrans4 = r21t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2
1√
f (Ein, θ2)
(− cos θ2xˆ− sin θ2zˆ) . (5.1.12)
The net electric field of the fundamental wave at the polarization sheet is given
by the vector sum
~Eωtrans = ~E
ω
trans3 + ~E
ω
trans4 (5.1.13)
~Eωtrans = t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2
1√
f (Ein, θ2)
× (5.1.14)
[−(1 + r21) cos θ2xˆ+ (1− r21) sin θ2zˆ]
Therefore, the x and z components will be
E
′
x−trans = −(1 + r21)t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2
1√
f (Ein, θ2)
cos θ2 (5.1.15)
E
′
z−trans = (1− r21)t01t12Eine
−α
2
D
cos θ2
1√
f (Ein, θ2)
sin θ2 (5.1.16)
5.2 Estimation of the thickness of the Si sample
Experimental data were used to estimate the thickness of each Si sample under
study. Knowing the intensity of light going through the sample as well as the
amount of light incident on the sample, one could estimate the thickness of the
sample using Eq. (5.1.6). Taking into account Fresnel coefficients of transmis-
sion at air/SiO2, SiO2/Si, Si/SiO2 and SiO2/air respectively, Eq. (5.1.6) can
be written as:
I(l) =
aαI0e
−αl
α + β (1− e−αl) I0 , (5.2.1)
where a = (t01t12t21t10)
2 and l = D
cos θ2
. Solving for l, it is found that:
l =
D
cos θ2
= − 1
α
ln
[(
1 + β
α
I0
)
Itr(
a+ β
α
Itr
)
I0
]
, (5.2.2)
where I0 and Itr are the incident and transmitted intensities on and through
the Si sample, respectively. Thus, the thickness of the sample D using one-
and two-photon absorption, is given by
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D = − 1
α
ln
[(
1 + β
α
I0
)
Itr(
a+ β
α
Itr
)
I0
]
cos θ2. (5.2.3)
If only one-photon absorption is considered, Eq. (5.2.3) reduces to:
D = − 1
α
ln
(
Itr
(t01t12t21t10)
2 I0
)
cos θ2. (5.2.4)
Table 5.1 shows the experimental values of the average incident powers, as
well as, the calculated intensities at the front and rear interface and of a Si
membrane with a thickness of 24.5µm, where Pin, Pref and Ptrans the average
incident, reflected and transmitted powers, respectively. Iin, Iref , Itrans, Ifront
and Irear are the incident, reflected, transmitted intensities, the intensity at
the front (SiO2/Si) and rear (Si/SiO2) interfaces, respectively.
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Figure 5.5: Typical power dependence of the fs laser beam reflection and trans-
mission through a thin silicon membrane of 32.9µm when irradiated with a fs laser
at 800nm with the contributions of linear absorption (e−αz) and free charge carrier
absorption (FCA) indicated by arrows; inset: scheme of the experimental setup with
an external angle of incidence θ = 45 ◦ and propagation angle γ = 11 ◦ within silicon.
Fig. 5.5 shows the fundamental transmitted and reflected power as a function
of the average incident powers on a Si membrane with a thickness of 32.9µm.
The linear part of the transmitted data was used to estimated the thickness
of the sample based on Eq. (5.2.4).
5.3 Time-dependent second harmonic
measurements
The main reason for doing these measurements is to compare the amplitudes
of the SH signals in transmission and reflection from the same oxidized Si
membrane. Once the experimental setup has been characterized with balanced
detectors, simultaneous measurements of the EFISH signals in transmission
and reflection of Si membrane can be carried out.
In this section, the SH measurements performed on native Si/SiO2 interfaces,
for both bulk Si and Si membranes, are presented. All samples are natively
oxidized bulk Si and Si membranes and the measurements are done under p-
polarization excitation and p-polarization detection. The first set of measure-
ments shows the time-dependent second harmonic (TDSH) response of virgin
bulk Si/SiO2 interfaces, the second set of measurements shows the TDSH on
bulk Si/SiO2 interface with intermediate dark periods (for low and high peak
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intensities). The third set of measurements provides simultaneous measure-
ments of SH signals in transmission and reflection geometries from the same
Si membrane and the last one is showing simultaneous TDSH measurements
in transmission and reflection geometries from the same Si membrane with
intermediate dark periods.
The main objectives of these SH measurements include the confirmation, com-
parison of the predicted results by G. P. Nyamuda [40, 106] under improved
experimental conditions, and setting up a new experimental setup capable of
measuring simultaneously SH signals in transmission and reflection from the
same Si membrane. The characterization of the laser, the experimental setup,
the photomultiplier tubes and polarization was done in Chap. 4. EFISH mea-
surements on bulk silicon are done as a test to check the capability of the
system to measure SH signals in reflection since EFISH in reflection is well
known and well-established in our laboratory [40, 41, 67, 69–71, 150, 151, 162]
5.3.1 Time-dependent second harmonic measurements
on bulk Si
The time-dependent second harmonic measurements on bulk Si were done
to confirm previous results [40, 41, 150, 151] with a different experimental
setup and to make a direct comparison between second harmonic of thin Si
membranes and bulk Si.
For peak intensities ≤ 33GW/cm2 of Fig. 5.6, the SH intensity increases on
a time scale of minutes and subsequently reaches an equilibrium level. The
observed data are fitted using Eq. (3.5.8) and these data are consistent with
previous work done by other authors [18, 19, 22, 38]. For peak intensities
> 33GW/cm2, the SH intensity increases within 1 − 2minutes, reaches a
maximum and thereafter decreases on a time scale of many minutes.
As mentioned previously by Scheidt et al. [41], this behavior becomes more
pronounced at higher peak intensity. The solid curves, for this regime, are
reproduced using four exponential functions according to Eq. (3.5.9). These
results are consistent with what was reported previously [41, 151]
Fig. 5.7 is also an attempt to reproduce with the newly implemented ex-
perimental setup work done previously on bulk Si [41]. It shows a temporal
evolution of SH signals in reflection (low and high peak intensities) as well
as the subsequent SH responses on alternating dark and irradiation periods.
After irradiating the sample for a period of 960 s, the laser beam is blocked
for 10 s (indicated by dashed line A), unblocked for 60 s until SH recovery,
then blocked for 20 s (indicated by dashed line B) and unblocked for 60 s until
recovery, and so forth. The next blocking times are 30 s (C), 60 s (D), 180 s
(E), 360 s (F), and 600 s (G) with intermediate irradiation times of 180 s (D),
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Figure 5.6: Temporal evolution of the EFISH signal in native Si/SiO2 interfaces
of a Si membrane illuminated at peak intensities > 33GW/cm2 (high regime) and
≤ 33GW/cm2 (low regime). Solid lines are fit curves using two exponential functions
(Eq. (3.5.8) for electron dynamics at low regime and four exponential functions, i.e.,
two functions as in low regime complemented by two exponential functions for hole
dynamics (high regime), represented by Eq. (3.5.9).
Figure 5.7: Temporal evolution of the EFISH signal in native Si/SiO2 interfaces
irradiated at various peak intensities. A-G indicate dark periods of 10 s (A), 20 s
(B), 30 s (C), 60 s (D), 180 s (E), 360 s (F), and 600 s (G).
(E), (F), and (G) to allow signal recovery [41].
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5.3.2 SH response of virgin Si membrane samples
Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the temporal SH signal evolution of Si/SiO2 interfaces
as a function of the applied peak intensity in reflection and transmission ge-
ometries, respectively. Each measurement was performed on a "virgin" sample
spot. The laser light focus was optimized to measure a simultaneous maximum
SH signal in transmission and reflection, as was shown in Fig. 4.7.
Figure 5.8: Time dependent SH signals from a 33.6µm thick Si membrane mea-
sured in reflection, for different incident laser peak intensities at the front SiO2/Si
interface, as a function of the irradiation time. The solid lines are fits according to
Eq. (3.5.9).
The SH signals measured in reflection geometry show similar results as for
bulk Si which was described in Sect. 5.3.1. As the incident peak intensity is
increased, the SH signal increases and reaches equilibrium, for peak intensities
≤ 45.3GW/cm2, which for peak intensity > 45.3GW/cm2 the SH increases,
reaches a maximum and then decreases till it reaches equilibrium. This effect
was reported by different research group [18, 34, 40, 41, 67, 68, 70, 71, 150,
151, 162] as the electric field induced second harmonic (EFISH) generation.
For transmission geometry in Fig. 5.9, the temporal evolution of the SH from
Si/SiO2 interfaces of Si membrane was recorded at different laser intensity
(intensities at the back interface). These intensities were calculated using
Fresnel equations at n(air) = 1, n(Si) = 3.69, and n(SiO2) = 1.45 for 800 nm
[40]. The results show the same trend as for those of the TDSH signals in
reflection geometry for bulk Si irradiated at peak intensities ≤ 45.3GW/cm2
[41]. Therefore Eq. (3.5.8) is used to reproduced the experimental findings.
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Figure 5.9: Time dependent SH signals through a 33.6µm thick Si membrane
measured in transmission, for different calculated laser peak intensities at the rear
Si/SiO2 interface, as a function of the irradiation time. The solid lines are fits
according to Eq. (3.5.8).
5.3.3 SH response of pre-irradiated Si membrane
samples
Figure 5.10 and 5.11 display measurements of second harmonic signals reflected
from and transmitted through a silicon membrane as a function of the irradia-
tion time, respectively. Those sets of measurements were done simultaneously.
Each measurement starts on a virgin sample spot. The beam is blocked for
10 s after 960 s of irradiation, then unblocked and so forth as described in Sect.
5.3.1.
For SH signals transmission through the Si membrane of Fig. 5.11, the SH
signal increases as the irradiation time increases [90]. The transmitted inten-
sities for the TD were calculated from transmitted powers and using Fresnel’s
equations at air/SiO2 and SiO2/Si interfaces. These intensities are calculated
from transmitted power (measured) using Fresnel equations without part re-
flected from near Si/SiO2 and SiO2/Si interfaces. Upon re-irradiation the SH
intensity returns instantaneously to the initial level before the dark period.
For reflection geometry from the Si membrane, Fig. 5.10 shows a time evolu-
tion of the SH intensity for different peak intensities. For low peak intensity
(27.2GW/cm2) the EFISH signal increases on a time scale of minutes, then
reaches an equilibrium value while for high peak intensities (> 27.2GW/cm2),
the SH signal increases on a time scale of seconds, reaches a maximum and
then decreases again before reaching an equilibrium value [90]. These results
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Figure 5.10: SH traces measured in reflection from a 33.6µm thick Si membrane
with interrupted irradiation time of 10 s (A), 20 s (B), 30 s (C), 60 s (D), 180 s (E),
360 s (F) and 600 s (G) with irradiation times of 180 s in between (D), (E), (F) and
(G).
Figure 5.11: SH traces measured in transmission through a 33.6µm thick Si mem-
brane with interrupted irradiation time of 10 s (A), 20 s (B), 30 s (C), 60 s (D), 180 s
(E), 360 s (F) and 600 s (G) with irradiation times of 180 s in between (D), (E), (F)
and (G).
are reproduced for the first 960 s using Eq. (3.5.8) (low peak intensity) and
Eq. (3.5.9) (high peak intensity). It is observed that:
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(i) Upon re-irradiation the SH intensity increases above the level before the
dark period but less than the initial SH intensity upon onset of laser irradiation.
(ii) The decline after each new SH signal maximum occurs on a significantly
shorter time scale than the slow decline after the initial maximum of the virgin
spot. This was also observed for bulk Si in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 and in [41].
5.3.4 SH response of Si membrane with different
thicknesses
The temporal evolution of the SH signal was also measured on Si membranes
with different thicknesses of 19.4µm (Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 5.13), 28.2µm (Fig.
5.14 and Fig. 5.15) and 32.3µm (Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17), respectively.
For each specific thickness, the SH signals in transmission and reflection were
measured simultaneously.
Figure 5.12: Time dependent SH signal in transmission from a Si membrane with
thickness of ≈ 19.4µm.
For the Si membrane with thickness of 19.4µm, the time-dependent SH sig-
nals measured in transmission in Fig. 5.12 show a constant SH signal upon
irradiation of the sample with a femtosecond laser, while the subsequent time-
dependent SH in reflection of the same Si membrane shows a dynamics evolu-
tion of the SH signal (Fig. 5.13).
In Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.16, the SH signal increases as the "calculated" in-
cident peak intensity (rear interface) increases, reaches a maximum and then
decreases again. Fig 5.18 shows how the SH signals in transmission, for 19.4µm
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Figure 5.13: Time dependent SH signal in reflection from a Si membrane with
thickness of ≈ 19.4µm.
Figure 5.14: Time dependent SH signal in transmission from a Si membrane with
thickness of ≈ 28.2µm.
and 34µm samples, increase, reach a maximum and decrease. Their SH signals
in reflection (Fig. 5.13, Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.17) exhibit the same behaviour
as described for bulk Si and other Si membranes.
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Figure 5.15: Time dependent SH signal in reflection from a Si membrane with
thickness of ≈ 28.2µm.
Figure 5.16: Time dependent SH signal in transmission from a Si membrane with
thickness of ≈ 32.3µm.
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Figure 5.17: Time dependent SH signal in reflection from a Si membrane with
thickness of ≈ 32.3µm.
Figure 5.18: Saturated SH intensity in transmission, obtained on Si membranes
with thicknesses of 28µm and 34µm, respectively
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Discussion
In this chapter the experimental results obtained in Chap. 5 are presented
and discussed. Firstly, a discussion of fundamental laser beam reflection and
transmission are presented; then the time-dependent second harmonic results
of virgin bulk and silicon membranes in reflection and transmission are dis-
cussed.
6.1 Reflection and transmission of the
fundamental laser wavelength power
The obtained results in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 can be explained using works we have
done on Si membranes [10]. Discussion of these results are explained by con-
sidering a low power regime where Beer’s law is applicable (indirect interband
transition) and in the high incident power regime, where free charge carrier ab-
sorption (FCA) is considered as the effect controlling the experimental findings
[6, 9, 10].
For weakly doped Si samples, the lifetime of electron-hole (eh) pairs in ther-
mal equilibrium is about τeh ≈ 10−5 s [163, 164]. This lifetime is longer than
the laser pulse train interval duration used for the excitation of the Si mem-
branes (12.5 ns); during this long time additional absorption of the laser beam
by free charge carriers is generated. The build-up of eh pairs occurs during
pulsed irradiation which leads to a power dependent stationary density neh
of eh. The neh density is determined by the ratio between the power depen-
dent eh pairs generation and its losses. The experimental results of Fig. 5.2
are approximated, at low incident power Pin, by Beer’s law (linear absorp-
tion) and at high incident power by additional absorption defined by FCA
[6, 8, 9, 94, 155, 164–176]
Free charge carrier absorption has been studied by many research groups under
different experimental conditions [6, 9, 155, 169, 173, 176–180]. These condi-
63
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tions depend on the optical characteristics of the sample (thickness) and the
mode of irradiation such as wavelength, pulse repetition rate as well as the
temporal and spatial pulse shapes.
6.1.1 Linear laser beam absorption (Beer’s law)
The transmitted intensity I(zm) of femtosecond laser light through a sample
is given by (Beer’s law)
I(zm) = I0e
−α1.zm , (6.1.1)
where I0, α1 and zm = d/cos γ are the incident intensity, the linear absorption
coefficient of Si at λlaser and the optical path length within the Si membrane of
thickness d, respectively. γ is the propagation angle inside silicon when light is
incident at a non-zero angle of incidence. I0 and I(zm) indicate the intensities
at the front I(z = 0) and rear I(z = zm) sides of silicon membranes behind
and before the Si/SiO2 interfaces, respectively.
Equation 6.1.1 can be expressed in a logarithmic form
ln (I(zm)/I0) = −α1.zm, (6.1.2)
The relations between I0, I(zm), Pin and Ptrans are established by assuming
I0 = κin.Pin.Tair/Si and I(zm) = κtrans.Ptrans/TSi/air where Tair/Si = TSi/air =
1 − R = 0.845 (R: reflectivity) is the intensity transmission factor from air
through the SiO2 layer into Si and from Si through the SiO2 layer into air,
respectively [11]. κin and κtrans are factors used to convert the average laser
power to the laser pulse intensity. If we assume identical spatial and temporal
beam profiles at the front and rear sides of the membrane, then κin = κtrans.
In equation (6.1.2) I0 and I(zm) can be replaced by the measured values Pin
and Ptrans (Figs. 5.2, 5.3, respectively, and yield [11]:
ln (I(zm)/I0) = ln(Ptrans/Pin)− lnT 2 = −α1.zm (6.1.3)
As quoted in [11] "Eq. (6.1.3) provides the basis of Fig. 6.1 and the option
to empirically determine the product α1zm for each investigated Si membrane.
As far as Beer’s law is applicable, the product α1zm should stay constant
in dependence of Pin and have a specific value for each membrane thickness
d = zm cos γ and allows to estimate the Pin range of linear absorption (Beer’s
law) for the individual Si membranes. Consequently the Pin range of linear
absorption is characterized by the horizontal part of each trace in Fig. 6.1 as
indicated by the dashed lines."
At low incident power Pin, the traces (−α1.zm) turn to negative values due
to small power measurement errors (baseline imperfections), while for high
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Figure 6.1: Plot of ln (Ptrans/Pin))− lnT 2 = −α1zm from Eq. (6.1.3) where I(z =
zm) and I0 = I(z = 0) are the laser beam intensities at the rear and the front sides of
the Si membrane as a function of the natural logarithm ln (Pin) of the average laser
power Pin incident onto the Si membranes.
incident power Pin, the (−α1.zm)-turn strongly negative due to FCA. The
absorption coefficient α1 covers a broad range of values i.e. 604 cm−1 ≤ α1 ≤
1100 cm−1 [40, 181]. Green et al. [182] found that α1 = 785 cm−1. Table
6.1 lists values of (α1.zm) and the thickness di of the Si membranes obtained
from the linear absorption regime (Beer’s law) and the FCA model (see Eq.
(6.1.12)). The z values of (α1.zm)lini (where lin : linear) listed in Table 6.1 were
obtained by averaging over the data points in the horizontal part of each curve
in Fig. 6.1, with the standard deviation taken as the error. Values of dlini were
calculated using α1 = 785 ± 100 cm−1; this measurement of the absorption
coefficient value [182] appears to fit our model and calculations.
The thickness of the sample di was found from the experimentally determined
(α1.zm)
lin
i product values of Fig. 6.1 using the relation
di = (α1zm)i (cos γ/α1) . (6.1.4)
Another term of (α1zm)i can be found from the expression exp (−α1zm) term
in the FCA model (Eq. (6.1.9)) in section 6.1.2 and the related fit curve
parameter F in Eq. (6.1.11). In Table 6.1, the values of di and (α1zm)i
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obtained using Beer’s law are written as dlini (α1zm)
lin
i while d
FCA
i describe the
thickness values of Si membranes extracted from the FCA model.
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6.1.2 Free charge carrier absorption (FCA)
Let us consider that the effective absorption coefficient αeff of the Si mem-
brane consists of a linear, small signal absorption coefficient α1 and the FCA
contribution αFCA:
αeff = α1 + αFCA, (6.1.5)
Equation (6.1.1) becomes:
I(zm, I0) = I0 exp (−αeffzm)
= I0 exp (−α1zm) exp (−αFCAzm), (6.1.6)
where zm is laser beam path length through the Si membrane and is expressed
by zm = dSi/cos γ; with dSi the thickness of the Si membranes.
In the laser irradiated volume, upon photon generation, the FCA coefficient
αFCA is related to the absorption cross section σeh and the density of electron-
hole (eh) pairs neh (neh = ne = nh) by αFCA = nehσeh [6, 9, 173].
The measured transmitted intensity I(zm) is related to the homogeneous sta-
tionary neh concentration and αFCA value which is assumed to be z-independent.
neh and αFCA depend on the incident intensity I0 i.e. neh = neh(I0) and
αFCA = αFCA(I0). σeh also depends on neh [164, 175], i.e. σeh = σeh(neh(I0)).
Therefore, the absorption coefficient αFCA is expressed as follows
αFCA ≈ nehσeh(neh) ≈ σ0n2eh ≈ σ0(κI0)2 = κ2I20 , (6.1.7)
with neh the density of eh pairs and σeh ≈ σ0neh [175]; thus κ2 = σ0κ2. The
transmission of 800 nm fs laser light through thin Si samples is modeled as
follows [10]:
I(zm, I0) =I0 exp (−α1zm) for I0 < Ic (6.1.8a)
I(zm, I0) =(I0 − Ic) exp (−α1zm) exp (−αFCAzm)
+Ic exp (−α1zm) for I0 > Ic, (6.1.8b)
where Ic is interpreted as an I0 threshold value below which eh pairs are
generated, but do not contribute to FCA as shown in Fig. 6.2.
Taking into account Eq. (6.1.7), Eq. (6.1.8b) can be written as:
(6.1.9)I(zm, I0) = (I0 − Ic) exp (−α1zm) exp (−κ2I20zm) + Ic exp (−α1zm)
or in a more general way:
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(6.1.10)I(zm, I0) = (I0 − Ic) exp (−α1zm) exp (−κnIn0 zm) + Ic exp (−α1zm),
with κ2,n being the empirical constant and n a variable parameter. By con-
sidering the conversion of the intensities into the measured average powers
defined in section 6.1.1, Eq. (6.1.10) becomes:
(6.1.11)Ptrans(zm) = T 2 exp (−α1zm)(Pin − Ic/(ηT )) exp (−κn(ηPinT )nzm)
+ T 2 exp (−α1zm)Ic/(ηT ),
which can be simplified in the following form:
Ptrans(zm) = F [(Pin − C) exp (−EnP nin) + C] . (6.1.12)
with F = T 2 exp (−α1zm), C = Ic/(ηT ), En = κn(ηT )nzm and the scaling
factor η = 1.0× 1011 [pulse.cm2]−1 [11].
Equation 6.1.12 is used to perform fitting of data obtained for the Si membrane
thickness series of Fig. 5.2 (n considered as variable, and the fits are repre-
sented with solid lines(red)), and Fig. 5.3 (with n fixed to 2). The parameters
from the fits are summarized in Table 6.2 [11].
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Results of the fit plots of Figs. 5.2 and 5.3 when using Eq. (6.1.12), for n
considered as variable parameter and n fixed to 2, show similarities except
for the two thinnest Si membranes (10.2µm and 12.9µm). From Tab. 6.2,
1.7 ≤ n ≤ 2.6, i.e. n = 2.1 ± 0.6 is close to the value n = 2. The F
parameters obtained with n variable and n = 2 fixed are similar (with a
maximum deviation of 10%, membrane 1) and the values of En and C obtained
from the fits are given in Tab. 6.2.
Figure 6.2 shows the deviation ∆IFCA of the laser beam intensity transmitted
through the thin Si membrane from the linear absorption signal (Beer’s law).
This deviation is attributed to FCA (as shown in Fig. 5.5). ∆IFCA is given
by [10, 11]:
(6.1.13)∆IFCA = I0(zm, I0)− I(zm, I0)
= ηPinT exp (−α1zm)− ηPtrans/T
,
with η = 1.0× 1011 [pulse.cm2]−1 being the constant scaling factor. Figure 6.2
shows that the square root of the deviation ∆IFCA, after the threshold values,
increases approximately linearly as the incident input power Pin is increased.
The calculated FCA contribution depends, however, on the assumed linear
absorption behavior, with respect to α1 and zm values.
Figure 6.2: Square root of the deviation ∆IFCA/η W of the measured transmission
values from the ideal behavior of Beer’s law (Eq. (6.1.13)) plotted versus the average
laser power Pin [W] incident onto the Si membranes.
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For simplicity Eq. (6.1.13) is divided by η and the FCA behavior ∆IFCA
is tested with
√
∆IFCA/η as shown in Fig. 6.2. It appears interesting to
check the FCA behavior of ∆IFCA with α1 = 785 ± 100 cm−1 and the newly
determined membrane thickness values from Table 6.1. From Fig. 6.2, the plot√
∆IFCA/η appears to almost increase linearly with increasing input power Pin
above a Pin threshold value, which depends on the membrane thickness. This
result confirms previous results in [10] and confirms that n is close to 2. The
slope of the linear parts d(
√
∆IFCA/η)/dPin = 1/
√
η.d(
√
∆IFCA)/d(I0/ηT ) =
T
√
ηd(
√
∆IFCA)/d(I0) on the average decreases with increasing membrane
thickness (see Figs. 6.2 and 6.3). The threshold on the Pin axis for the linear
behavior is difficult to determine and the values given in Fig. 6.2 are rough
estimates only. The dependence of the fitting parameters on the membrane
thickness d is displayed in Fig. 6.3
Figure 6.3: Fit parameters of the FCA model of Eq. (6.1.11) namely F (squares),
E (diamonds), C (filled circles), n (triangles; from Table 6.2) and the slope of Fig.
6.2 (stars) and threshold values of Fig. 6.2 (empty circles) are graphed as a function
og the membrane thickness d
The values of the parameter F = T 2 exp (−α1zm) in Eq. (6.1.12) show an
exponential thickness dependence (as expected, since the d values on the x-
axis have been obtained from the F parameter) [11]. The C values and the
threshold values increase with membrane thickness (an exponential growth
fitted to the C data is shown). The values of n decrease as d increases (an
exponential decay fitted to the data is shown). The slope of the linear trace
sections in Fig. 6.2 is also fitted well by an exponential decay, but it cannot
be directly related to any single physical parameter. As for the Ei values no
simple correlation with d is found. The variation of the fit parameters Ci, n,
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and the slope of Fig. 6.2 with membrane thickness d require a close look and
their physical meaning has to be discussed.
The physical meaning of n is found in Eq. (6.1.7) and can be written in a
general form given by
αFCA ≈ nehσeh(neh) ≈ σ0nneh ≈ σ0(κI0)n = κnIn0 . (6.1.14)
The value n comes from the dependence of the absorption cross section σeh on
the density neh of the eh pairs [10]:
σeh = σ0n
n−1
eh . (6.1.15)
Thus, a change in the value of n corresponds to a change in the absorption
cross section σeh(neh) of the eh pairs for a given eh pair density neh.
The value of C (equivalent to the threshold values in Fig. 6.2) is indicative of a
constant amount of energy of each laser pulse that undergoes linear absorption,
but does not contribute to FCA. The possible reasons for this phenomenon are
(i) that part of the eh pairs are out of resonance with the incident laser photons
and (ii) that the eh pairs that build up during the first and final parts of the
laser pulse does not fully contribute to FCA. Reason (ii), however, is ruled out
by previous observation on the same threshold behavior when a continuous
laser beam is used [10].
6.2 Time-dependent second harmonic
measurements
The time-dependent EFISH signals obtained in reflection from and transmis-
sion through the same silicon membrane selectively come from the front and
rear Si/SiO2 interfaces, respectively [40]. This can easily be rationalized by
considering the effective susceptibility tensor of Eq. (3.5.4), which has two
terms: the χ(2) term, which is zero in the bulk centrosymmetric Si and non-
zero at the Si/SiO2 interface where symmetry is broken, and the χ
(3)Edc(t)
term which is non-zero in the Si as deep as the interface. The penetration
depth depends on the doping concentration of the Si and was calculated to be
50 nm for our samples [40]. To a good approximation, the interfacial electric
field can be assumed to be constant over the penetration depth; therefore the
penetration depth will be the same for the front and rear Si/SiO2 interfaces
even if the magnitudes of the interfacial field at the two interfaces differs. In
the absence of an electric field at the Si/SiO2 interface, SHG occurs within
a few atomic or surface monolayers of the Si [36, 183] because of symmetry
breaking at the interface. This SH signal is very small compared to EFISH
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signals which dominate in time-dependent measurements. In the presence of
an electric field, the SH is enhanced by EFISH generated from the volume of
Si penetrated by the interfacial electric field. EFISH from the Si/SiO2 sys-
tem is dominated by the contribution generated in the near-interface layer of
Si rather than in the oxide [18] because of the spectroscopic evidence for the
existence of energetic positions of SH resonances which match with the lowest
direct energy gaps in Si [17, 184–186] and since
∣∣χ(3)∣∣ is ≈ 104 times smaller
in SiO2 than in Si. The EFISH signals measured are therefore generated in
the Si within the penetration depth of the electric fields at each interface. The
time-dependent EFISH signals during continuous illumination (as illustrated
by Figs. 5.8 and 5.9) is due to the build up of a quasi-static interfacial electric
field Edc caused by transfer of electrons into the SiO2 layer.
6.2.1 Second harmonic response of virgin bulk Si
samples
The time-dependent SH signals shown in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 reproduce
previous work done in our laboratory [40, 41, 67, 68, 71, 150, 151] and by other
research groups [18, 19, 22]. The discussion of these results will be based on
previous interpretations. The measured SH traces are attributed to electron
and hole effects. For electron effects, two processes are involved: electron
injection and electron trap generation in the oxide layer. Electron processes are
well established by second harmonic generation in Si [18, 19, 22, 38, 152, 153]
and other methods such as tunneling microscopy [187, 188]. For hole effects,
two processes are also involved: hole injection and a photoinduced generation
of hole trap sites. A model [41] was developed to numerically fit the recorded
data of Fig. 5.6 involving the dynamics of electrons and holes; this empirical
model is given by:
I(2ω) ∝
(
1 +
4∑
i=1
ai exp (−t/τi)
)2
, (6.2.1)
with a1, a2 < 0, a3, a4 > 0 and τi > 0.
The energy barrier for electron injection into SiO2 (process 1) amounts to
4.3 eV [38] as shown in Fig. 3.5. Electrons surmount this barrier from the
valence band (VB) of Si to the conduction band (CB) of SiO2 by direct three-
photon absorption or cascaded processes. Trapping occurs at the Si/air inter-
face [19], in bulk SiO2 or at the Si/SiO2 interface [38]. Under illumination
additional electron trap sites are created (process 2). These lead to a faster rise
time in the SH response with pre-illuminated sample spots (Fig. 5.7). Hole
injection (process 3) has an energy barrier of 5.7 eV [38] (Fig. 3.5) from the CB
of Si to the VB of SiO2 and requires a four-photon process, which becomes
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significant at high peak intensities. For a given peak intensity, at first the
efficiency of electrons is dominant in building up the interfacial electric field
(increase in SH signal). The delayed contribution of the holes to the electric
field is due to the slow generation of hole trap sites (process 4) [41]. As a
result, the TDSH signal increase slows down, the signal reaches a maximum,
and subsequently decreases very slowly as recorded in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7.
Figure 6.4: Time constants τi, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 extracted from the numerical fit of the
data in Fig. 5.6 using Eq. (3.5.8) and Eq. (3.5.9), respectively.
Fig. 6.4 shows the time constants τi for electrons (processes 1 and 2) and holes
(processes 2 and 4) in a double logarithmic plot. The values of τi extracted
from the numerical fit of Fig. 5.6 using Eq. (6.4) are given in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Extracted time constants τi from numerical fits of Fig. 5.6 using Eq.
6.2.1
Intensity (GW/cm2) τ1(s) τ2(s) τ3(s) τ4(s)
16 49.00 288.12
33 4.66 39.92 15168.91 1.06×1021
57 2.57 15.82 1368.93 1925.09
74 1.63 6.73 522.51 647.60
90 1.46 4.11 383.12 459.13
The time constants τi extracted from Fig. 6.4 depend on the incident laser peak
intensity Il,p following the power law 1/τi(Il,p) ∝ Inil,p, with n1 = (3.0 ± 0.3),
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n2 = (2.6 ± 0.1), n3 = (4.3 ± 0.1) and n4 = (3.7 ± 0.5). The ni values
obtained from the fits indicate that it requires two-, three- and four-photon
absorption processes to transfer electrons and holes from Si to SiO2. These
values are in agreement with previously published results of n1 = (2.80± 0.2),
n2 = (2.5± 0.3) [18] and n3 = 3.2, n4 = 3.3 [41]. Looking at the values of τi in
Table 6.3, the time constant related to the electron contribution to the second
harmonic evolution (τ1 and τ2) are approximately two orders of magnitude
smaller than τ3 and τ4, related to the hole contribution.
The SH signal after illumination interrupts from A to G (Fig. 5.7) increases
rapidly. The amplitude of the SH increase depends on the duration of the dark
period. The increase in amplitude of the SH signal is due to the superposition
of opposing contributions from electrons and holes [41]. The maximum SH
signal (net electric field) increase is observed for 600 s and is attributed to pure
electron effects and the hole effect and is mainly attributed to the depopulation
of hole trap sites under dark conditions.
The here obtained results with bulk Si show that the newly implemented exper-
imental setup for simultaneous measurements of EFISH signals in transmission
and reflection geometries is operating properly, since it was possible to repro-
duce previous work [41] done on bulk Si. It also shows that differences seen in
the measurements from the membranes are due to the thickness.
6.2.2 Time-dependent second harmonic response of Si
membrane samples
The time-dependent second harmonic (TDSH) for Si membranes are measured
simultaneously in order to compare SH signals in reflection and transmission
6.2.2.1 TDSH in reflection geometry
For laser peak intensities ≤ 45.3GW/cm2, the temporal evolution of the ex-
perimental second harmonic results of Fig. 5.8 are reproduced using two ex-
ponential functions defined in Eq. (3.5.8) (electron effects):
I(2ω)(t) ∝ [1 + a1 exp (−t/τ1) + a2 exp (−t/τ2)]2 , (6.2.2)
with ai < 0 and τi > 0. For incident peak intensities > 45.3GW/cm2, the
temporal evolution of the SH response could not be explained only with elec-
tron effects. An additional effect was added to describe hole dynamics, which
requires additional two exponential functions.
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Figure 6.5: Time constants τi, i = 1, 2, 3, for reflection geometry, as a function of
the incident intensities at the front Si/SiO2 interface.
Usually, as discussed for the SH response of bulk Si, the equation describing
hole and electron dynamics is given by Eq. (3.5.7):
I(2ω)(t) ∝
(
1 +
4∑
i=1
ai exp (−t/τi)
)2
, (6.2.3)
with ai and τi the amplitudes and time constants of the SH signals with a1, a2 <
0; a3, a4 > 0 and τi > 0. However, upon fitting the experimental data with Eq.
(6.2.3), the time constant of the fourth exponential, τ4, gives an unrealistic
value. The experimental data were then reproduced using three exponential
functions defined as:
I(2ω)(t) ∝
(
1 +
3∑
i=1
ai exp (−t/τi)
)2
, (6.2.4)
where a1, a2 < 0; a3 > 0 and τi > 0. The time constants τi > 0 are dependent
on the incident laser peak intensity Il,p [19] and follow also the power law
1/τi ∝ Inil,p. The extracted time constants are shown in Fig. 6.5. It shows the
extracted time constant as a function of the incident laser peak intensities in
a double logarithmic plot where the values are given in Table 6.4. The values
of ni extracted are n1 = 2.14± 0.52, n2 = 2.94± 0.15 and n3 = 2.28± 0.07.
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Table 6.4: Extracted time constants τi from numerical fits of Fig. 5.8 using Eq.
(6.2.4)
Intensity (GW/cm2) τ1(s) τ2(s) τ3(s)
27.2 1.76 100.04
45.3 0.31 24.8 985.0
63.4 0.37 5.70 483.0
81.5 0.27 2.60 265.0
99.7 0.36 1.56 171.0
The obtained results from the membranes do not agree with the previously
published model [41], three-exponents versus four-exponents [41]. This seems
to indicate that the sample thickness plays a significant role in charge trapping
and charge carrier dynamics. The interpretation of these results can be ex-
plained with laser irradiation which leads to electron injection and trapping in
the ultrathin SiO2 [39, 41] and to a permanent modification of the SH response
due to photoinduced trap site creation. The superposition of electron and hole
processes lead to a time-dependent EFISH signal. The energy barrier for elec-
tron injection into the SiO2 amounts to 4.3 eV [41, 189]; the energy barrier for
hole injection from Si to SiO2 is 5.7 eV. Electrons surmount this interface by
direct three-photon absorption or cascade processes. Hole injection requires a
four-photon excitation process, which is significant at high incident intensities.
6.2.2.2 TDSH in transmission geometry
The time dependent SH signals shown in Fig. 5.9 are similar to the TDSH
traces measured in reflection at low incident peak intensities in bulk Si (Fig.
5.6) with small differences in the rise time. The rise times of the SH signals of a
Si membrane measured in transmission are longer compared to those measured
in bulk Si. The SH signal increases over several minutes before reaching a
steady state. The same explanation employed to explain the TDSH signal for
bulk Si in Section 5.3.1(at low peak intensities) can be applied here.
The time evolution of the SH signal measured in transmission is due to mul-
tiphoton injection of electrons from the valence band (VB) of Si to the con-
duction band (CB) of the SiO2 at the rear Si/SiO2 interface. This injection
of electrons is done by direct three photon absorption process since the elec-
trons have to surmount a barrier of 4.3 eV. As the irradiation continues, trap
sites are created, thus trapping electrons. A steady state is reached at longer
illumination times when the rate of populating or ionizing trap sites is equal
to the detrapping rate. Hole dynamics do not play a role here, since a small
amount of fundamental light reaches the rear Si/SiO2 interface, thus small
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peak intensities at the back SiO2 interface. The experimental data of Fig. 5.9
were reproduced using Eq. (3.5.8) and subsequent time constants, τ1 and τ2,
were extracted.
Figure 6.6: Time constants τi, i = 1, 2, for transmission geometry, as a function
of the calculated intensities at the back Si/SiO2 interface.
Fig. 6.6 shows the extracted time constants τ1 and τ2 of the SH transmission
signals of Fig. 5.9 through a Si membrane in a double logarithmic plot. The
extracted values of τ1 and τ2 from the numerical fit of Eq. (3.5.8) are given
in Table 6.5. They are correlated to the laser peak intensity Il,p at the back
Si/SiO2 interface and do not follow a simple power law dependence on the
incident intensity at the rear interface, as described in Section 6.2.1, with
n1 = −2.6±1.1 and n2 = 0.5±0.2. The n1 values obtained indicate that three
absorption processes are required to transfer electrons from Si to the SiO2. The
intensities presented here are calculated by assuming that all the fundamental
beam reaches the rear interface by applying Fresnel equations at air/SiO2
and SiO2/Si interfaces, respectively. The fundamental light reaching the rear
interface contributes to the SH observed. These results seem to indicate that
free carrier absorption (FCA) plays a significant role in the establishment of the
interfacial electric field at the back Si/SiO2 interface. Further investigations
are necessary to pinpoint the role of FCA.
In our knowledge, simultaneous EFISH measurements in reflection and trans-
mission from Si/SiO2 interfaces of thin, free standing Si membranes were done
(with balanced detectors), for the first time. EFISH signals in reflection and
transmission originate from the front and rear Si/SiO2 interfaces, respectively
[40]. EFISH signals in reflection do not fit the existing model [41]; this seems
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Table 6.5: Extracted time constants τ1 and τ2 from numerical fits of Fig. 5.9 using
Eq. 3.5.8
Intensity (GW/cm2) τ1(s) τ2(s)
2.93 2.55 509.0
4.37 9.02 498.0
5.32 17.0 400.0
5.76 12.9 329.0
5.95 22.8 362.0
to indicate that the sample thickness plays a significant role in charge trapping
and charge carrier dynamics. The explanation is still unknown but the results
do point to an effect which is a function of the sample thickness. The rise time
and saturation values of the SH signals in reflection (5.10) and transmission
(5.11) show remarkable differences.
6.2.3 Second harmonic response of pre-illuminated Si
membrane samples
The temporal evolution of the SH signal obtained from pre-illuminated Si/SiO2
of Si membranes shows an accelerated SH signal increase upon pre-illumination
after dark periods from A to G in reflection geometry of Fig. 5.10. For laser
peak intensity < 45GW/cm2, the SH signal recovers within seconds to its pre-
vious equilibrium level, as was reported previously by other authors [22, 41].
The magnitude of the enhanced SH signal amplitude increases with the dura-
tion of the dark period, up to 600 s. Even longer illumination interrupts have
no additional effect. As for bulk Si, the SH amplitude increase is attributed
to changes of the net electric field, being a superposition of contributions from
both electrons and holes [41]. The maximum SH signal (net electric field) in
reflection is observed after 600 s and is attributed to pure electron effects. The
hole effect is reflected by the SH signal decrease and is attributed to hole trap
generation [41]. Unlike in bulk Si samples, upon re-illumination the maximum
SH signal is not that pronounced; this might be caused by other effects affect-
ing the Si membrane such as free carrier absorption in the Si membrane. The
accelerated electron and hole dynamics observed in pre-illuminated Si/SiO2 of
the Si membrane is explained by the photoinduced generation of electron and
hole trap sites at the Si/SiO2 interface under near infrared femtosecond laser
illumination. To rationalize the accelerated electron and hole separation pro-
cesses observed in pre-illuminated Si membrane samples, Scheidt in his PhD
thesis [39] stipulated that there is a presence of a large density of photoinduced
electron and hole traps in the Si/SiO2 sample after re-illumination leading to
accelerated charge carrier separation processes.
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For transmission geometry (Fig. 5.11), the SH response of the Si/SiO2 inter-
face of the Si membrane after beam interrupts is similar to the SH response
in reflection for bulk Si for peak intensities < 45GW/cm2 in Fig. 5.10. After
each interruption of the laser beam (A - G), the SH signal recovers within
seconds to its previous equilibrium level. The measured time evolution is due
to multiphoton injection of electrons at the rear interface from Si into the SiO2
by direct three-photon absorption processes to surmount a barrier of 4.3 eV.
Hole effects do not play a role in SH signals in transmission since little intensity
reaches the rear interface.
In summary, for both bulk Si and Si membranes, the SH signals increase on
a time scale of minutes for low peak intensities and are faster for high peak
intensities. For high peak intensities, upon re-irradiation the SH intensity in-
creases above the level before the dark period from A - G but are less than
the initial SH intensity upon onset of laser irradiation; the decline after each
new SH signal occurs in significantly shorter period than the slow decline after
the initial maximum of the virgin spot. The amplitudes of the SH increase
depends on the duration of the dark period and the maximum SH signal in-
crease is observed after 600 s of dark period. The amplitudes upon onset of
laser illumination are less in bulk Si (5.7) than in Si membranes (5.10) and
the SH amplitudes after dark periods are more pronounced in bulk Si than in
silicon membranes.
6.2.4 Comparison between TDSH in transmission and
reflection
A comparison of the SH signals measured in transmission and reflection was
done simultaneously with balanced detectors and the result is shown in Fig. 6.7
which shows the time evolution SH signals measured in transmission (5.92GW/cm2)
and reflection (7.25GW/cm2) geometries as a function of the illumination time.
The comparison of SH signals was done on a virgin sample spot in such a
way that the highest measured SH signal in transmission (5.92GW/cm2) be
compared approximately with the same incident peak intensity in reflection
(7.25GW/cm2). The experimental results displayed in Fig. 6.7 show that,
throughout the beam exposure, the recorded SH signal in transmission is higher
than the SH signal recorded in reflection. The time constants extracted from
the experimental data, by fitting with two exponential functions defined in Eq.
(3.5.8) are given in Table 6.6. The rise time of the SH signal in transmission
is longer than the rise time of the SH signal in reflection. These results are
similar to those obtained previously [40]. The signal increase originates from
the build-up of the photoinduced interfacial electric fields [40, 41] and the time
constants τ1 and τ2 correspond to the processes of electron injection into the
oxide and electron trap generation in the oxide, respectively [18, 40].
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Figure 6.7: Time dependent SH signals measured in transmission at a calculated
peak intensity of 4.92GW/cm2, 5.92GW/cm2 and in reflection at an incident (behind
Si/SiO2 interface) peak intensity of 7.25GW/cm
2. Solid curves are fits according to
Eq. (3.5.8).
Table 6.6: Extracted time constants τ1 and τ2 from numerical data fit of Fig. 6.7
using Eq. 3.5.8 to compare the TDSH in transmission and in reflection
Intensity a1 a2 τ1 τ2
(GW/cm2) (s) (s)
Transmission 4.92 -0.54 -0.46 21.0 477.0
Transmission 5.92 -0.57 -0.43 19.7 398.0
Reflection 7.25 -0.79 -0.21 3.57 430.0
It was suggested [40] that the fast signal rise time and the higher SH amplitude
observed in transmission may be related to the dynamics of build-up of the
interfacial electric field at the rear interface of the Si membrane.
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Summary and conclusion
The incidence of a Ti:sapphire fs laser beam (λ = 800 nm, 90 fs and 80MHz
repetition rate) is used to irradiate weakly doped silicon membranes using the
newly developed and implemented experimental setup.
The fs Ti:sapphire laser is applied to investigate the linear and nonlinear op-
tical behavior of thin Si membrane samples in the 10µm to 30µm thickness
range by measuring the average laser power transmitted through and reflected
from the membranes as a function of the incident laser power. The average
laser power incident onto the membranes was increased up to 0.8W. This
variation revealed a strong nonlinear power dependence of the beam transmis-
sion through the samples whereas the laser beam reflection remained a linear
function. The linear part of the transmitted signal through the Si membranes
was used to optically determine the membrane thickness d by two ways, using
either the linear absorption regime at low laser power (Beer’s law) or the re-
lated fit parameters of the applied FCA model (Eq. (6.1.12)). Both ways lead
to approximately identical results with a standard deviation ∆dSD < 1µm
for a given value of the linear absorption coefficient α1, where α1 = 785 cm−1
appears most reliable within the 600 cm−1 ≤ α1 ≤ 1200 cm−1 literature value
range.
The nonlinearity observed for the transmitted laser beam is mainly attributed
to free charge carrier absorption (FCA) in silicon and quantitatively repro-
duced by a recently derived FCA model [10]. The model uses an effective
absorption coefficient αeff = α1 + αFCA with αFCA increasing quadratically
with the average laser intensity (input power): αFCA = κnIn0 with n = 2. The
FCA model with its empirical fit parameters allows quantitative calculations
of the transmission behavior of Si membranes within the investigated sample
thickness, doping and laser power (intensity) regimes.
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In order to test the newly implemented experimental setup, another aspect of
the nonlinear properties of Si was also investigated: the time-dependent second
harmonic (TDSH) of the electric field induced second harmonic (EFISH) sig-
nals were measured. Firstly the TDSH signals of virgin bulk Si samples were
measured and the results obtained were similar to previous work done [41].
The results are interpreted by photoinduced electron and hole injection and
trapping in the ultrathin SiO2 contributing to the EFISH response of Si/SiO2.
At higher input intensity regimes, not only electrons are transferred from the
silicon into the SiO2 conduction band via three-photon excitation, but also
holes are transferred across the interface into the SiO2 valence band following
four-photon excitation. The temporal SH evolution signal is reproduced by
an empirical numerical model involving the superposition of opposing electron
and hole contributions to the interfacial SH response. The extracted time con-
stant obtained followed a power law dependence 1/τi ∝ Ini and are in good
agreement with the literature values [41].
The TDSH signals upon beam interrupt show different behavior compared to
those measured with virgin bulk Si. Upon re-illumination with identical pa-
rameters, both electron as well as hole effects take place on a considerably
shortened time scale after dark periods of 10 to 600 s. The charge carrier
relaxation behavior under dark conditions shows an enhanced maximum SH
signal immediately upon re-illumination, the amplitude depending on the du-
ration of the preceding dark period and saturating times for ≥ 600 s. This
enhancement as a function of dark time follows a simple exponential function
and is attributed to the depopulation of hole trap sites.
Using the information obtained from SHG experiments on virgin bulk Si/SiO2
interface, simultaneous measurements of the EFISH signals in transmission
through and reflection from thin Si membranes were performed for the "first
time". The magnitudes of the SH signal from Si membranes were measured
in transmission and reflection geometries at different incident laser intensities.
The temporal evolution of the SH signals obtained from Si membranes shows
similar results as that obtained with bulk Si, i.e, the trend lines of SH signals
obtained in transmission with Si membranes follow the same trend as for those
obtained with bulk Si in reflection at low peak intensities [41] and are repro-
duced by the empirical numerical model involving electron and hole effects in
order to reproduce the experimental data. The time constants were extracted.
The SH yield intensity as a function of the incident intensity at the Si/SiO2
interface in transmission reveals an increase of the SH signal up to a maximum
value, and then decreases again for increased input intensities. It exhibits a
similar behavior like that for the transmitted laser beam through the Si mem-
brane. The nonlinearity of the transmitted SH responses still are not yet well
understood. Thus there is a need for further experimental investigations and
a well defined SH model for Si.
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A comparison of the SH signals in transmission and reflection shows that SH
signal measured in transmission geometry is higher than SH signal measured in
reflection. This result confirms earlier observation done in our laboratory [40].
We still are not able to find or devise a proper model capable of explaining why
the EFISH signal in transmission geometry is higher than the EFISH signal
measured in reflection for the same incident intensity.
Outlook
The work done in this thesis contributes to the continuing need of understand-
ing the Si/SiO2 system. Based on the experimentally obtained results, this
work opens up a variety of new questions and ideas for further investigations
of Si. These refer to the understanding of the FCA in Si under 800 nm illu-
mination. The sample thickness shall cover the full range from the absorption
length of the fundamental laser beam of about 10µm down to the technically
achievable minimum thickness of thin crystalline films on the 100 nm scale.
These thicknesses range from several wavelengths of the fundamental laser
beam (0.8µm) down to a fraction of the fundamental and frequency doubled
laser beams. With shrinking sample thickness, optical interference will play an
increasing role in signal formation and provide additional valuable information
about the inherent processes and sample properties on the nanometer scales.
Another challenge is to further develop a proper Si model for SH in transmis-
sion and reflection geometries, respectively, to precisely determine the mech-
anisms of charge transfer at the front and rear Si/SiO2 of thin silicon mem-
branes. Further experimental investigations such as the investigation of the
temporal SH response using different polarization combinations. The dynam-
ics of the EFISH process may be investigated by setting up a pump-probe
setup to measure the time evolution of the interfacial electric field on short
time scales for samples with different doping concentration. The mechanism of
defect creation and charge trapping in transmission can be further be explored
by using vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) light sources to create defects and probe
these defects using the femtosecond light source.
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